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PREFACE

This book, partly historical, partly auto-

biographical, is an account of the development

of the ideals and policy of Haverford College.

It seems to indicate the possibility of reason-

able success for a small college, which remains

true to its function even in the midst of uni-

versity competition.

As such it may be of interest to others who

are working out the same problem, and to all

Haverford men who have aided in the solution.

For much of the early history of the college

it is indebted to the larger History, prepared

about 1893 by a Committee of the Alumni under

the Editorship of Philip C. Garrett.

Upon reading over the following pages, the

author feels it necessary to apologize for the

personal note in parts of it and hopes that the

men with whom he has worked and who have

so greatly insured the success of the whole

(5)
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effort, will not feel that there is any lack of

appreciation of their aid. He is very conscious

that in much of the history he has been more

an apparent than a real leader.

I. S.
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CHAPTER I

The Settlers of Haverford

Haverford College derived its name from the

township in which it is located. In the days of

William Penn a company of Welsh Quakers

brought away from a land of persecution their

language, their household goods and money,

their habits and their religion, into a tract of

40,000 acres which they had bought from the

founder, where they hoped to reproduce in

peace and liberty all that they had cherished

with such affectionate regard.

Haverford was in the center of the tract

and ''Haverford Monthly Meeting of the Society

of Friends" was for a time the civil as well

as the religious source of authority over the

neighboring Welshmen. So we find in its

minutes rewards for the killing of wolves, the

charges for a ferry over the neighboring Schuyl-

kill, directions for keeping up line fences and

other secular affairs. But when such an inter-

national outrage as "ye rapine and destruction

(9)
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of their hoggs" by the Indians occurred, it was

necessary to report to the Council of the

Province who sent for *'ye respective Indian

kings with all speed," and the trouble ended.

The "Barony," as they hoped it would be-

come, is now a rich and popular suburb of

Philadelphia; where grew its great woods the

land is selling at thousands of dollars an acre

and the descendants of the settlers are among

the prominent men of the old town. Their

Welsh origin is only betrayed by their names,

but Jones and Thomas and Roberts, Pugh

(ab Hugh), Price (ap Rees) and Bevan (ap

Evan) and the line of stations along the

Pennsylvania Railroad—Merion, Wynnewood,

Haverford, Bryn Mawr, Radnor, St. Davids,

Bala and Cynwyd are their permanent

memorials.

The settlers were many of them men of

means. They brought with them their great

oak pieces of furniture, their fine linen and

their plate, their copper and pewter ware.

Within a few years they were speculating in

Susquehanna lands and sending relief to the

poor Friends of New England who were in

less auspicious circumstances.



The Settlers of Haverford n

But we must tell the story from its beginning

in Wales. In a rather un-Quakerlike fashion

they were fond of stating that they were the

descendants of the ancient Britons, a warlike

and proud people who had never been con-

quered. Yet something about the message of

George Fox met their conditions and when he

journeyed thitherward in 1653 he was received

with favor. A non-conformist minister of

Denbighshire heard of him and sent two mem-

bers *'to trie the Quakers." Fox tells us that

the triers themselves "were convinced of the

Truth. . . . One of them departed from his

convincement but the other whose name was

John ap John abode in the truth and received

a gift in the ministry to which he continued

faithful."

John ap John became the apostle of Quaker-

ism in Wales. He aided in buying the Barony

of William Penn, but he never came to America.

Converts came in multitudes. The fighting

and unconquered Britons became peace-loving

and suffering Quakers. Charles and Thomas

Lloyd, of a good old family and Oxford grad-

uates, joined them. Thomas became leader

of the Welshmen in America, deputy-governor
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of the colony and, after Penn, the most con-

spicuous and useful man of its early days.

Then came persecution. Nowhere did it

rage more fiercely than in Wales. All that

was necessary was to offer the oath of allegiance,

and as the "Friends of the Truth" would not

take any oath they went to jail and often spent

years there. Their property was distrained

for trifling fines in a way that promised ruin.

The Lloyds had their full share. There seemed

no evidence that this would not go on indefi-

nitely.

Then a haven of hope opened. William

Penn received his grant of Pennsylvania. He

wished to call it New Wales and claimed a

Welsh origin for his own name. If his co-

religionists could have a real New Wales, free

from persecution, where they could educate

their children in a pure environment, and

retain their ancient customs modified by their

new teachings, they would emigrate bodily.

So a committee including Charles Lloyd

and John ap John saw Penn in London. They

asked for a Barony as they afterwards expressed

it, "within which all causes of quarrels, crimes

and disputes might be tried and wholly deter-
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mined by officers, magistrates and juries of

our language."

Penn seems to have satisfied them. He had

ample powers under his charter from Charles II.

There seems to be no written evidence of this

and his verbal promise may have been deemed

sufficient. As Hugh Roberts wrote ten years

later: "I can truly say that many of us had

never come here but because of the love and

unity and confidence we had in thee."

The stream began in 1682, prior to or in

company with the proprietor. Dr. Thomas

Wynne, the great physician of the colony,

came on the Welcome. Thomas Lloyd was on

the same ship with Francis Daniel Pastorius,

a kindred spirit, who was leading his Rhine-

landers to Germantown. The largest immigra-

tion was in 1684 and a few succeeding years,

leaving certain districts of Wales almost depopu-

lated. Several of their leading men had taken

five thousand acres as trustees. These tracts

were subdivided to suit smaller holders and

New Wales, on the banks of the Schuylkill,

became an established fact. They had the

usual small difficulties of settlers in a new land,

but Philadelphia, a rapidly growing town,
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was near by, game was plentiful and the

Indians were friendly. Cabins, soon replaced

by substantial stone houses, some still standing,

quickly arose.

There is no doubt that Penn meant to keep

his promise of a Barony. He wrote his governor

in 1684 that Welshmen were coming in great

numbers, sufficient to occupy 40,000 acres

and "I do charge thee and strictly require thee

to lay out said tract."

Nevertheless the immigrants were at first

deeply disappointed. They had to give up

the idea of their own juries and officials as

distinct from those of the province, and in a

little time parts of their tract which they had

not taken up began to be surveyed and sold

to English settlers. At first their protest

was successful and the sales were annulled.

This was after Penn had returned to England

and left Thomas Lloyd as his deputy. But

Lloyd would not retain the place and Penn,

with an ill luck which often followed him

when he had an appointment to make, sent

over an honest but tactless and stubborn

man who set everything awry. He and Thomas

Lloyd, with whom all the Welshmen and the
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most of the other Quakers sympathized, were

engaged in most unedifying wrangles. The

deputy finally forced a division of the Welsh

tract, leaving part in Philadelphia County

and part in Chester County (now Montgomery

and Delaware), and so weakened their political

influence. He was finally recalled. He had

had enough of fighting the Quakers. "Tis

a good day," he said. "I have given and do

unfeignedly give God thanks for it (which are

not vain words), for to say no worse I was

very unequally yoked." Lloyd came in as

head of the government and retained the

place practically till his death, but the division

could not be revoked.

With their political influence curtailed, the

Welshmen still hoped to retain their social

separateness. But they had not taken up

all of their 40,000 acres and other settlers were

pressing in. The proprietor needed all his quit-

rents and could not aff^ord to allow some of his

best land to lie idle. They made an eloquent

appeal, telling how they as ancient Britons were

used to govern themselves and that they had

been promised the same "Liberty and Devotion"

here before they emigrated. This was in 1690.
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It was decided that if the Welshmen would

pay all quit-rents since 1684 they might pre-

serve their tract intact. This they declined,

but offered to be responsible for the whole in

the future. When it was too late they decided

to accept the earlier proposition. But com-

missions to others had been already executed.

Their political integrity had been broken and

now their social comradeship was threatened.

The "Barony" was soon to pass away, but the

"Great Welsh Tract" became a well-marked

section of the province, leading in enterprise

and prosperity up to the time of the Revolution.

Welsh language and customs could not stand

against the surrounding English wave and

assimilation went on rapidly.

Their separateness gradually departed. Busi-

ness, marriages, politics, religion drew them

into close association with the English, and

while their brethren in the old country retained

their language the new country Welshmen,

who had so pathetically appealed for national

peculiarity, had before the Revolution lost it all.

In this conflict they were in a difficult posi-

tion. The most of them had retained their

Quaker connection and refused to fight for
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either party. But the old Briton blood moved

in their young men and many of them joined

the American army. The rest, whatever their

sympathies, adopted a position of passive neu-

trality for conscience' sake.

In the dark winter of 1777-78, when the

British were in Philadelphia and the starving

soldiers of Washington were at Valley Forge

and Radnor, the Welsh tract lay between the

two. The British foraged without apology.

The Americans offered pay, but the Quakers

would not take it. Between the two needy

armies they lost everything movable. The

carefully compiled records of the Meeting tell

the number of cattle and horses and hogs,

of blankets and garments, of pots and kettles,

with the estimated value, taken from each

farmer.

But in time the troubles were over and the

Welsh Quakers became absorbed in the general

population. It was in the middle of their

tract that the Friends in 1830 bought the land

on which to establish their first college.



CHAPTER II

Early Education among Friends, 1682-1830

In the early days of the Society of Friends,

both in England and America, more attention

was paid to secondary than to higher education.

In the old country this was almost a necessity.

While a number of well-trained men joined

them, having previously had their university

degrees, there was no chance for the second

generation, for Oxford and Cambridge were

closed to dissenters. The wealth of polemical

writing in defence and advocacy of their theo-

logical positions, now happily less valued than

formerly, betrays a large amount of acquaint-

ance with biblical and patristic literature and

considerable training in its use. No challenge

was ever declined, whether in the form of a

public debate or a printed argument. While

victory usually seemed to rest on the side of

the narrator of the contest, it is probable that

the Quakers held their own with reasonable

frequency.

(18)
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A number of these intellectual tournaments

were transferred to the colonies, and among the

immigrants were a good proportion of uni-

versity men. Here their main antagonists

were the Calvinistic bodies of New England

and the middle states. There were abundant

sources of difference. The one held to pre-

destination and the salvation of the elect only;

the other would make God's grace as broad as

humanity. The one demanded a creed; the

other had none. The one preached a theo-

cratic government and the duty of the state

to enforce the decrees of the church; the other

would adopt not toleration alone, but religious

liberty for all religious bodies and the complete

independence of state and church. The one

was militant in the extreme as against all

external enemies, whether .the red men of the

forest or the French Catholics of Canada and

the west; the other would not fight, but would

depend on fair treatment and kindly aid. The

one thought judicial oaths essential to govern-

ment; the other had biblical and other objec-

tions which prevented him from ever taking

or administering them. The one considered

certain sacraments essential to a Christian
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life; the other that they were non-essential

and undesirable. The one practiced a set form

of religious services; the other spontaneous

utterances or silent individual worship.

These and other questions gave ample oppor-

tunities for the use of all the worldly learning

and wisdom they both could gather. In the

course of years, however, the Calvinists had

the advantage, for they established colleges

which perpetuated their ideas, greatly modified

of course by time, to other generations of

ecclesiastical leaders. Harvard, Yale and Prince-

ton owed their origins to the need of a succession

of such trained leaders of the various congre-

gations not for doctrinal defence only but also

for instruction and inspiration, and well ful-

filled their part. Their flocks not only grew

in size and vigor, but largely developed out

of the narrow theology of the immigrants.

Why did not the Friends do likewise? About

the year 1700 they were, relatively, a con-

siderable body in America. They had been

persecuted in Massachusetts, but by this time

they had large numbers on Cape Cod and were

extending northwards. In Rhode Island, for a

generation or two, they controlled the govern-
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ment of the province. They were abundant

on Long Island. In New Jersey, when an oath

was imposed on all officials and jurymen, it

was found that civil affairs could not be carried

on without them. In Pennsylvania every-

thing was in their hands and the legislature

contained a majority of Quakers from 1682

to 1756. There were considerable numbers,

though under some disadvantages, in the South,

and for a short time they were responsible for

the public life of North Carolina.

Why then did they not establish, contem-

porary with the founding of Yale College,

an institution of higher learning in Philadelphia,

where the logical place would have been ?

The answer probably is that they lacked

the incentive which founded the other colleges.

They placed such emphasis on immediate Divine

inspiration as the great qualification for the

ministry that intellectual preparation seemed

relatively unimportant. The distinctions be-

tween laity and clergy were thrown down.

Upon any member of the congregation there

might descend the gift of ministry and the

gift would be judged not by its form but by

the spiritual power which accompanied it.

y
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Had the proportion of university men of the

first generation been maintained, there would

probably have developed the need of other

qualities of leadership and instruction. But

when these passed away and the colonies

settled down to constructive work, there had

grown up, without any progressive leadership,

something of the feeling that theological train-

ing was not only unnecessary but perhaps

undesirable and to be discouraged. A certain

mediocrity of education, enough to fit for the

ordinary concerns of life, became the ideal.

There were always, especially in Philadelphia

toward Revolutionary days, a group of educated,

public-spirited Friends, the product of training

in private schools and at home, but they hardly

represented the church at large.

The corporate energy went into elementary

education. Almost every Meeting House had

a schoolhouse adjoining. In the country

districts these schools furnished a supply, in

some places ample, for the whole community.

If there were few highly educated Friends,

there were in time practically no illiterate ones.

The school chartered by William Penn, which

started in 1689, grew into a number of branches
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in Philadelphia, for boys and for girls, some

free and some with a charge, leading up to one

central classical institution, often taught by a

scholar of note, which gave a fair secondary

training to a limited number of Friends and

others. If an average education could have

saved the day the problem would have been

solved. But a broad-minded, aggressive leader-

ship was lacking and the Society settled down

into a very reputable, very moral, very exclusive

and very conservative body.

A movement was started for a country

school by a number of wealthy and better

educated Philadelphia Friends about 1765,

which, from the character of its supporters,

might easily have developed into a college,

but the Revolution balked the plan.

The war still further fastened upon them

the tendency to non-participation in pub-

lic affairs and non- interest in public life.

While the body adhered to the pacific teach-

ings of their ancestors, some of the active

spirits among the young men of the more

wealthy and cultivated city families joined the

American army and lost their membership.

This depletion and the popular disesteem re-
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suiting from their attitude to the methods

used to obtain independence caused them to

withdraw more than ever into themselves and

to lay stress upon the mystical tendencies which,

with their doctrine of direct Divine guidance,

were never far beneath the surface. They

grew in numbers and both city merchant and

country farmer had a large share in the financial

prosperity which followed the war. By 1800

there were some 40,000 Friends in and around

Philadelphia, but the seeds of difficulty and

of internal disunity were ripening. A quarter

of a century later these developed into a

separation based partly on doctrinal and partly

on social positions, but largely the result of

causes which a liberal education could have

prevented.

The bitterness of this division had not passed

away, when a group of Friends belonging to

what was called the Orthodox branch con-

ceived the necessity of a school for higher

learning; and in 1830 a committee was

appointed and the whole subject opened for

discussion.

The movement was aided by papers on

education which appeared in the columns of
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The Friendy just started by the same body,

which frankly recognized the deficiencies in

education and their unfortunate results, and

which gives an idea of the motives of its leaders.

"We need enlarged and liberal systems of

instruction in the Society of Friends." "We
must make our youths perfect masters of the

languages of antiquity." "The wants of our

religious society do imperiously require the

establishment of a school for teaching young

men and boys the higher branches of learning."

"It is a fact which, though painful, ought to

be known by our members, that many children

of Friends are placed at colleges of other religious

societies, such as Yale, Princeton, Muhlenberg's

on Long Island, and at the Roman Catholic

College in Maryland. The latter has fre-

quently had as many as six or eight at once."

These and other emphatic statements brought

the matter forcibly home to the body.

The frankly denominational purpose was

announced by the committee:

"Whereas the members of the Society of

Friends have hitherto laboured under very

great disadvantages in obtaining for their

children a guarded education in the higher
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branches of learning combining the requisite

Hterary instruction with a rehgious care over

the morals and manners of the scholars, enforc-

ing plainness and simplicity of dress and deport-

ment, training up the children in a knowledge

of the testimonies of our Religious Society

and carefully preserving them from the influ-

ence of corrupt principles and evil communi-

cations:

"It is therefore proposed that an institution

be established in which the children of Friends

shall receive a liberal education in ancient and

modern literature and the mathematical and

natural sciences, under the care of competent

instructors of our own Society, so as not to

endanger their religious principles or alienate

them from their early attachments.'*

All "contributors," teachers and students

were to be members of the Society of Friends.

Conservatism did not yield without a struggle,

notwithstanding this very guarded announce-

ment, and when the school became an accom-

plished fact it was the work of a small section

of the smaller of the two bodies into which the

Society was rent.

Two considerations are evident from the
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early history: the school was to be strictly

denominational, and it was to be of a grade

equivalent to that of the colleges of the time.

The demands for a higher education were

undoubtedly becoming pressing. About the

same time the Friends of New England

strengthened their school and moved it to

Providence. Westtown School, near Philadel-

phia, for primary and secondary education, took

on a new life. John Dickinson, of JRevolutionary

fame, had been diligently writing Friends,

criticizing their narrow outlook and limited

opportunities, and the fruits of his appeals

were ripening. Several well-educated school-

masters had opened private schools of excellent

quality and had given instruction, often of

collegiate grade, to such as could pay for it.

These influences stimulated and inspired the

men of 1830.

This sectarian sketch may explain the raison

d'etre of the founding of the institution which

afterwards became Haverford College.



CHAPTER III

Haverford School, 1830-1855

In 1830 two unofficial bodies of Friends,

one in New York and one in Philadelphia,

appointed a committee to labor together for

the new school to be established. This joint

committee found many unexpected difficulties.

Some unknown influence worked in the Pennsyl-

vania legislature to prevent the granting of a

charter. This was finally removed by the

change of name from Friends' Central School

to Haverford School, but the charter was not

received until 1833. The location was the

subject of much discussion. Burlington, New

Jersey, and many farms around Philadelphia

were examined and declined. "The only farm,"

they say, *' which united the sufi^rages of the

whole board is a farm which we have purchased

for ^17,865. It is an oblong tract of 198^

acres lying on both sides of the Haverford

Road near the ten-mile stone and extending

from that Road to the Pennsylvania Railroad

(28)
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being nearly south of the eight-mile stone on

the Lancaster Turnpike." They describe the

two fine springs of water, the stone quarry,

the woodland, the gently sloping ground, the

fertile soil, the nearness to the newly con-

structed railroad and to a Friends' Meeting,

in words which the future has amply justified;

and they ask for ^40,000 to make the purchase

and erect and furnish a building. The amount,

and more, was soon forthcoming, and a stock

company was created. Patriotism and profit

were both appealed to. The inducement of

dividends was held out to subscribers, but it is

needless now to say that these were never

realized. The attempt to increase the amount

to ^60,000 failed of accomplishment. But on

the 28th of Tenth month, 1833, the school

opened with twenty-one scholars.*

The Corporation now formed chose its officers.

There was no President, but after the manner

of Friends the Secretary or Clerk wrote the

minutes in the meetings, which were immedi-

ately passed upon by the members. The
* The name of manv of these will, through their descendants, still be familiar

to Haverfordians: B. 'Wyatt Wistar, Henry H. Collins. Alfred M. Collins, John
S. Haines, J. Liddon Pennock, Dillwyn Smith. William Yarnall, D. Offley Sharp-

less, Samuel B. Parsons, Charles L. Sharpless, William Gummere. James T. Morgan,
William S. Hilles, Benjamin R. Smith, Clarkson Sheppard, Joseph Walton, Francis

T. King, Roberts Canby, Edward Tatnall, J. Dickinson Logan, and John Howard
Lewis.
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first Board was the following: Secretary, Henry

Cope; Treasurer, Benjamin H. Warder; Man-

agers, Samuel Bettle, Thomas P. Cope, Thomas

C. James, John Paul, Isaac Davis, Abraham L.

Pennock, John G. Hoskins, Thomas Evans,

Daniel B. Smith, Thomas Kimber, Charles

Yarnall, George Stewardson, Isaac Collins,

Samuel B. Morris, Bartholomew Wistar, John

Gummere, Thomas Cock, Samuel Parsons, Lind-

ley Murray, Samuel F. Mott, John Griscom,

Gerard T. Hopkins, Joseph King, Jr., and

Benjamin W. Ladd. This was a collection

mostly of prominent business men and educa-

tors of New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore.

The teaching force was small but distin-

guished. The head of the institution for a

score of years after the opening was called

Superintendent. For this place a saintly gentle-

man, a teacher of skill and experience, Samuel

Hilles, was chosen. He, however, remained

but one year. The other members of "The

Council" were the best scholars which the

Society of Friends possessed. Joseph Thomas,

the teacher of classics, was a graduate of Yale

and afterwards of the University of Pennsyl-

vania Medical School, and was later distin-
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guished as the author of Thomas' Biographical

Dictionary and Lippincott's Pronouncing Gazet-

teer of the World, a man of voluminous informa-

tion and literary experience. John Gummere

taught Mathematics. He was now about

fifty years old, having spent his life as a student

of his favorite subject and as a teacher. Prince-

ton had conferred on him the degree of Master

of Arts, and the University of Pennsylvania

had offered him the chair of Mathematics.

He had contributed largely to the transactions

of the American Philosophical Society and had

published a treatise on surveying, which ran

through many editions, and one on astronomy,

which was used by West Point as a text-book.

With all his learning he was a man of great

modesty and sweetness of disposition. His

family has contributed largely to the service

of Haverford. His son, Samuel J. Gummere,

was also teacher of Mathematics and after-

wards, from 1864 to 1874, President of the

college. Another son, William, taught Latin

and Greek. Two sons-in-law were later on the

staff. A grandson, Francis B. Gummere, had

a distinguished career as author and as Professor

of English Literature and a great-grandson
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well upholds the standard of the family in the

department of Latin.

But it was Daniel B. Smith who perhaps

most potently impressed himself upon the

school and the boys in those early days. He

was the Dr. Arnold of Haverford School.

One of his scholars says: "I do but speak

the sentiments of my class when I say that

Daniel B. Smith was the animating spirit of

the place. It was he who molded the character,

shaped the destiny, influenced the future of

its students." Without any previous collegiate

career he had made himself master of a liberal

education in many fields, and his intellectual

attainments, combined with much dignity and

suavity of manner, won universal respect and

affection.

Though not a member of the faculty, the

work of Charles Yarnall must not be omitted.

As Secretary of the Board for more than thirty

years, he gave an ungrudging service to the

school and college. His frequent visits, his

lectures and instructive readings to the students,

and wise advice and encouragement to the

faculty made him a great factor in the life of

the institution.
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Such were the men to whom the care of the

Httle school was committed. It was not a

college and made no pretensions to the name.

It would not call its teachers, professors, or the

boys who finished its course, graduates. But

many a college has had an inferior faculty and

in a few years many of its old students were

better educated than scores of Bachelors of

Arts of their day. These teachers did not all

remain long at their posts and it is not the

purpose of this history to narrate the changes

in detail or describe the qualities of those who

followed them. But its governors always meant

to maintain the standards of the first generation;

and, allowing for errors of judgment, this was

done. Through foul weather and fair, in

adversity and prosperity, no stress was suflficient

to force the Board knowingly to employ in-

competent teachers or to make claims for

patronage which were not afterwards justified

by results.

The number of students grew during the

decade, the maximum being seventy-nine, and

there appears to have been every promise of

prosperity. The discipline was administered

in great detail, but the boys were used to this
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at home and accepted it cheerfully. They

were from thirteen to eighteen years old and

had no notions of self-government or student

rights. The teachers were mostly of the sort,

by attainments and character, to win respect and

obedience, and in accordance with the customs of

the age, the Board in Philadelphia had an idea

that its members constituted not only the ulti-

mate but the immediate authority and assumed

much of the management. The first to receive

diplomas were Thomas F. Cock of New York

and Joseph Walton of Philadelphia, in 1836;

and larger classes followed.

From records and letters of the time we have

a pretty accurate account of the daily life.

The building (now Founders Hall) was a long

and slender edifice flanked by cross-sections at

either end. The second and third stories of the

main portion had a narrow central corridor,

on either side of which were small rooms about

si by 9 feet, each a sleeping apartment for a

student. The eastern wing, and sometimes

the western, were reserved for the teachers

and their families. The first floor contained

class rooms, the second the library; and the

dining-room and kitchen were in the basement.
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At first the boy looked out from the long

porch on the south side of his home on a farm-

ing country with numerous woodlands and

orchards as left by the Welsh owners after

150 years of development. On the north

there was a piece of native woods, which is

still standing; but everything was crude. One

of the first acts of the Board was to employ

an English gardener, William Carvill, to lay

out and grade and plant some sixty acres of

the grounds. It is said that the amateur land-

scape gardeners of the Board were severely

chided by their associates for this avoidable

expense in the days of poverty; but any one

who now notices the splendid trees of eighty

years' growth and the whole umbrageous effect

of the grounds, perhaps unexcelled by any

other college in America, may appreciate that

no better expenditure for the future was made

in the early days. These beautiful surround-

ings cannot fail to have had their effect on

successive generations of Haverfordians, as not

a few have gratefully felt and acknowledged.

William Carvill is said also to have introduced

the game of cricket into Haverford.

The boys rose at the rising bell at 5.30,
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washed themselves in the open area in front

of the hall at all times of the year and then

followed the regular program of the day as

determined by the rules of the Board. Roll

calls came several times a day. "From the

close of the school till six o'clock to be appro-

priated to active exercise under the care of

the Superintendent. During the proper season

it is supposed horticultural labor will be most

suitable." This was made possible by a well-

equipped conservatory and gardens to be worked

by the boys.*

Twice a week the program was varied by a

religious meeting in the neighboring Meeting

House. This was mostly silent, except when

some local or traveling minister felt impelled

to preach or pray. Doubtless this was an

irksome occasion to many boys; but when

the results are considered in after life they

may not compare unfavorably with the more

formal services of other schools. Bible reading

to the boys was, besides, a daily exercise.

The testimonies of Friends were insisted

upon. All boys were to use the singular pro-

* The old arch still standing near the Library was the end of the conservatory
which stretched to the west; on the east was a grape arbor and south of this the
gardens.
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noun in biblical fashion, and all were to have

the garb which young men of Friendly families

were expected to wear as distinguishing them

from others. Music and fiction were pro-

hibited. All pocket money was to be handed

out by the officials. Bounds were prescribed

for the boys and when permission was obtained

to pass them, no house was to be entered.

But with all this regulation, the spirit was

parental; and while discipline was doubtless

enforced by many rules and penalties, this

was a part of the custom of the times and in

wise hands did not hurt the comradeship of

the place. Letters still in existence tell of the

hearty sympathy in sports and studies, in

gardening, collecting of minerals, beetles and

other natural objects, in reading and informal

lecturing, which occupied the interests of teacher

and boy alike.

The Loganian Society, still in nominal exist-

ence, named in honor of William Penn's secre-

tary, James Logan, was the agency through

which the most of this extra-school activity

was carried on. The President must be an

officer of the school, but the Vice-President,

the real executive officer, was a boy elected
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by the Society from the Senior Class, and

the post was one of great honor. The Society

divided itself into committees, for improve-

ment in composition and pubHc speaking, for

the collection of specimens of natural history

and the creation of a museum, for the care

of the greenhouse and the gardens and for the

creation of a library. The events of the day

furnished materials for study and discussion,

and prizes were offered for the best essays.

Friends from outside responded to this voluntary

activity; and fruit trees and bushes, rare

flowers and plants, arbors and equipment,

books and specimens came in generously. Many

of these efforts are now promoted by official

requirement, but it is doubtful if the present

plans produce such general and permanent

interest in the study of books and nature as

did this unforced but stimulated and directed

activity in which men and boys joined in a

spirit of voluntary comradeship.

A letter from the distinguished English

preacher, Joseph John Gurney, who visited

Haverford in 1838, will give some idea of

conditions.

"A drive of fifteen miles from Westtown,
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across a 'rolling' country of much picturesque

beauty, brought us to Haverford, where there

has been lately established an academy, or

rather college, for the education of an older

and more opulent class of lads. Repeatedly,

and always with great pleasure, did I visit

this institution. At this time there were

seventy boys and young men accommodated

in the house, which was built for the purpose,

pursuing a course of classical and scientific

study under well-qualified teachers. Each of

them is provided with a neat little chamber

to himself, in which may be found his Bible,

a few other books of his own selection, and

the requisite articles of furniture. This separate

lodging I hold to be a most important pro-

vision for the moral and religious welfare of

the young people, as well as for their comfort.

There was an appearance of order and sobriety

to be observed in these young persons, accom-

panied by an obvious infusion of American

independence, which pleased me greatly. A
highly talented Friend on the spot, to whom
they are greatly attached, devotes his time

and mind to their moral and religious culture.

In many of the young people whom I saw
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in different parts of the Union, after they had

left this school, I was able clearly to trace the

effects of that Christian care under which they

had been placed at Haverford. The beauties

of nature are not neglected there. The house,

which stands on an eminence, is in the midst

of a pleasure-ground, pleasantly laid out after

the English fashion. The boys had just been

raising among themselves and their friends,

a purse of ^2,000, which has since been expended

on an excellent conservatory. I look back

on my visits to both of these seminaries with

peculiar gratification. Long may they flourish

for the intellectual and spiritual benefit of our

young people."

The prosperity of the first decade was, for

some unknown reason, followed by a reaction

in the second. Possibly the financial crisis

beginning in 1837 was the cause, possibly the

anti-slavery agitation in which Friends were

prominent, possibly some weakness in admin-

istration. The Board decreed retrenchment,

always an unfortunate policy, though some-

times necessary. This reduced attendance by

nearly one-half and through the forties there

was an accumulation of debt, which now looks
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very trifling, but which alarmed the conserva-

tive financiers of the day. They tried to make

better terms with the farmer, they cut down

salaries and the table, they even conceived

the revolutionary proposal to admit boys from

sympathetic non-Friendly families; but all the

while the debt grew till, by 1845, it had reached

the dangerous figure of ^4,000 and a further

reduction of attendance seemed probable. It

is true the property was unencumbered by any

mortgage and its friends were still loyal, but a

cautious policy prevailed and at the end of

the session of 1845 it was decreed that the school

should close.

Yet all the while the scholarly standard was

advancing and it had almost unconsciously

become a college. The Seniors studied Dugald

Stewart's Philosophy, Vethake's Political Econ-

omy, and Story on the Constitution of the

United States; Practical Astronomy, Calculus

and Olmsted's Optics; and those Greek and

Latin Classics which are now elective with

upper classes in colleges. When the boys dis-

persed in 1845, both Brown University and

the University of Pennsylvania admitted them

to full standing and gave them Bachelor's
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degrees the same year that they would have

received their diplomas at Haverford. At

Haverford performance always kept ahead of

promise. But an annual query to all Friends

asked whether they "are careful to live within

the bounds of their circumstances" and the

Board applied this suggestion to their corporate

as well as personal obligations.

It was evident, however, that there was no

intention to end the experiment. The property

was placed in careful hands and early in the

same fall a committee decided that ^50,000

added to the endowment already existing would

justify a reopening. It was also tentatively

suggested that the limitation to Friends' children

had arrested the growth, but that the Articles

of Association could not be changed without

the consent of all the contributors and the

action of the legislature. Such was the opinion

of Horace Binney, then the leader of the Phila-

delphia Bar. The contributors and the legis-

lature promptly agreed to the change in the

rules; and the problem of endowment alone

stood in the way of reopening.

In the troubled conditions of business this

seemed a formidable obstacle, but they did
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not hesitate to make the attempt. The old

guards immediately pledged themselves for

more than half the amount and there the

movement seemed to halt. The debt had now

run up to ^5,000, but they sold enough farm

stock and utensils to reduce it to ^3,000, and

went so far as to offer to lease the property

with its good will and equipment to any Friend

who would manage a school and they promised

to stand back of him in the experiment.

Haverford had by this time a body of old

scholars, and its history has shown that here

was a dependence which never failed in an

emergency. When the rather melancholy offer

to turn it over to private hands was made

public, a self-appointed committee issued a call

for a gathering of old students at the school,

ostensibly for a day's sport, the renewal of

acquaintances, and a meeting of the Loganian

Society. The latter proved to be the turning

point in the history. A stirring address by

Isaac S. Serrill raised an abounding enthu-

siasm. Resolutions were adopted thanking

the Board and expressing appreciation of its

efforts, affectionately referring to the old

teachers, and pledging themselves to assist
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in the new fund by working up a number of

small subscriptions which hitherto had been

lacking. Doubtless these men had, when at

the school, many a time opposed the stern

discipline of the past, but now they saw the

results in themselves and their associates. They

felt that if an institution has a policy reason-

ably sensible and definite to which it adheres

with fidelity and puts aside the temptations

to procure favor by unworthy compromises,

it will usually find helpers in times of need.

It is opportunism and striving for popular

favor which cuts the nerve of loyalty and respect.

The committee proposed to raise ^10,000

if the whole $50,000 should be procured. George

Rowland, at New Bedford, who had enriched

himself by his energy and intelligence in whale

fishery, offered to see the thing through, if

these young men should succeed; and more

than a quarter of the whole sum was due to him.

The students' committee got together over

$12,000, and thus, as they say, "Haverford

was at once placed on a desirable and flourishing

foundation: esto perpeUia." Little did these

enthusiasts appreciate the needs of the future;

but after a suspension of two and a half years
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they saw the school reopened in the spring of

1848. In these early days it was customary to

have a winter session of six months and a sum-

mer of four with a month's vacation each in the

spring and fall.



CHAPTER IV

The First Two Decades of The College,

1855-1875

There came after the two and a half years of

closing twenty boys who were to pay ^200 a year

each for tuition and board. The salary list was

not much above ^3,000 a year, but the income

of the fund took care of the deficits and allowed

an appropriation for the education of young

men who expected to be teachers. The next

few years saw the number increase to nearly

seventy, and greater age and training main-

tained the college idea. The opening to such

non-members with Friends as were "desirous"

that their children should have a Friendly

education did not bring in any large number

and the old rules of living were enforced with-

out relaxation.

So the institution worked along for another

half-dozen years, a school in name and arrange-

ments, a college in scholarship and in the

maturity and age of its students. Scientific

(46)
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studies were added to the curriculum, without,

however, much of the laboratory idea. A
chemical lecture room and an observatory were

given by good friends. New men came into

the teaching body, among them Thomas Chase,

from Harvard, whose classical scholarship wak-

ened a genuine enthusiasm among the students

and gave the school a literary trend and repu-

tation which it has never lost. Early in the

year 1856 the Board overcame the conservative

objections of some of its members and petitioned

the legislature for a charter to grant degrees,

which was promptly given. This was followed

by a remodeling of the course of study and new

rules for admission and graduation. All old

students who had previously received the diplo-

mas of the school were now given the Bachelor

of Arts degree, a grant which it is safe to say

did not in any sense degrade the degree accord-

ing to the standard of the times. The life of

Haverford as a college in name begins at this

date though the preparatory department con-

tinued to exist until 1861.

But the old customs were largely retained.

The head of the college was still called principal.

Joseph G. Harlan received the appointment.
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He was a man of high scientific attainments

and a most lovable disposition, whose death

in his early thirties, only a few months after his

accession, created general mourning. The

place was then left vacant, the college being

managed by the "Council," that is, the faculty,

till 1862.

The third and second Junior classes became

Freshman and Sophomore. The vacations

were lengthened to twelve weeks, and ulti-

mately changed to summer; and, most poten-

tial of all, an Alumni Association, was formed.

This association dates from the fall of 1856,

twenty-five members being present at the first

meeting. One of their first acts was to offer to

the Board their co-operation in erecting a build-

ing for holding meetings of the Alumni and for

the Library. This was the nucleus of the pres-

ent Library building, though subscriptions came

in slowly and it was during the Civil War that

the Hall was completed. After this Alumni

influence was felt in every progressive and

liberalizing movement. At this time only two

members of the Board of Managers were grad-

uates of the college; and this partially accounts

for the slow development into collegiate ideas.
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It was the method of the age, at least in Quaker

institutions, that presumably wise men on the

Board or Committee would enact rules of detail

of management, which the officers on the

ground were expected to transform into effect.

This tied their hands and took from them lib-

erty to modify the regulations as their sym-

pathy with student aspirations taught them to

be expedient. There were endless disciplinary

troubles and the faculty had the power neither

to change conditions in order to avoid them nor

to enact promptly and fearlessly the necessary

penalties. As members of the Alumni worked

their way into the Board a more sympathetic

policy began to prevail. At the present time

among twenty-seven managers all but two

are old students of the college and friction aris-

ing from this cause is over.

As in all boarding schools, the table was a

perennial source of trouble. A deficit appeared

on the horizon and retrenchment was decreed

in Philadelphia. At one time by cutting out

milk they decided to save $300 a year and in a

formal announcement at the college it was

declared: "We aim to furnish each student

witli two pieces of pie; further than that we
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do not go,"—and so on. Of course the vora-

cious youths objected; and criticism, often

undeserved, fell on the management from them

and their friends. Then a new provider would

come in; and satisfaction and debt would

again grow.

It is unnecessary for our purpose to go over

the score of years following the creation of the

college. The student body varied from forty to

sixty, a group for the most part of fine young

men. The limitation to Quaker membership

was not retained, though the Quaker restric-

tions commonly applicable to a boarding school

continued to exist. The moral standards were

high and the disciplinary standards went up

and down with the wisdom and skill of the dis-

ciplinarian. An unwisely rigid administration,

aided by instructions from the Board, more than

once almost depopulated the college. Under

kindly and considerate management matters

went smoothly. Altogether, however, it was a

Cromwellian attempt to enforce habits and

conduct by authority, an attempt which could

not be permanently successful.

The elderly graduates of this day delight to

tell the story and it usually loses nothing from
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time to time. Chickens appeared mysteri-

ously in the rooms. The morning found bar-

rels and other objects elevated to the top of the

lightning rod. The night was made alive by

ghostly objects and noises. The poor officer in

charge, if in the least fallible, was in a minority

of one and suffered all the penalties of helpless-

ness. Sometimes he made a lucky stroke of

guesswork or accident and scored. Sometimes

his own follies brought upon him the pitiless

wrath of the student body. One unfortunate

who, unknown to himself, allowed a pile of

chairs to be built up in his room which finally

was upset with a crash, questioned every one

and was met with a flat denial. It seemed to

him that some one must have lied, but the

student excuse was that he had asked the cul-

prit "if he had a hand in it" and the boy over-

turned the monument with his foot.

But these conditions were not unknown in

man}^ other colleges of the times, as the con-

fessions of Andrew D. White and many others

show; and while they were often destructive

of prosperity due to suspensions and the aliena-

tion of patrons they did not seriously affect,

except temporarily, the real work. This went
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on under the strict program of the day without

much derangement. At Haverford the Hfe

probably was never degenerated by serious

immoral conditions. The home training was too

good and the guards too effective to permit this.

The intellectual demands on the students

approached the heroic. Examinations, instead

of being semiannual (and the subject matter

straightway forgotten) as at present, were

biennial. At the end of the Sophomore and

Senior years the work of the preceding two

years was covered with considerable rigidity, and

the defections after the first two years' residence

showed the reality of the testing. The final

degree meant a very fair amount of mental

training and achievement as well as a credit-

able moral standing, and it is no wonder that

the graduates of those days were well fitted for

the duties of life and the leadership in many

matters of social and political reform. The

honesty with which the faculty guarded the

college ideals in character and scholarship sug-

gests the remark of Dr. Arnold that it was not

necessary that Rugby should contain any spe-

cial number of students, but it was necessary

that they should be Christian gentlemen.
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The advanced degrees were equally well pro-

tected. It was the custom elsewhere to grant

the Master's degree after three years' existence,

according to the custom of English universities,

irrespective of attainments. But the Haverford

faculty required a "dissertation" as a proof of a

certain amount of graduate work, and in refus-

ing a degree in one case declared "that high

merit should be demanded of the dissertations

themselves, independent of our conviction of

the fitness of the applicant to receive the

degree." Again when Englishmen, highly qual-

ified and submitting literary work of more than

respectable sort, asked for honorary degrees,

the faculty simply announced "that no honor-

ary degree shall be recommended to be granted

on personal application."

Two conditions did much to preserve the

wholesome standards of the college in spite of

disciplinary ineptitude. One was the habit of

voluntary reading. Fiction was still prohib-

ited, but the Loganian Society had collected a

library which in spite of this omission con-

tained many of the choicest specimens of Eng-

lish literature. These were read and discussed

by the more sympathetic students, for purposes
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of Society appointments as well as an intellect-

ual pastime. The college was permeated with

something of a literary and classical atmos-

phere which grew up spontaneously outside the

regular classes. For "English" was not then

as now a separate required study. There was

plenty of it incidentally in the professors' reci-

tations in all sorts of subjects, especially in the

classics. For the youth of literary proclivities

this unforced activity was perhaps more pro-

ductive of true scholarly spirit than the more

scientific modern methods. The Haverfordian

of early college days became marked, when he

came in contact with other graduates, by a

rather wide knowledge and appreciation of good

literature, the fruits of the college habits and

atmosphere. As a historian of the times has

truly said: "This matter of a library where one

could ' read through the fingers,' as Coleridge says,

taking down book after book lingering, leaving,

returning as one pleased, instead of a week spent

over a single volume laboriously selected by cata-

logue—this was progress of the first order, and

more than anything else made for the reputation

of Haverford College as a place where students

acquired sound notions of literature."
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Another redeeming feature in college life was

created by the games. Here, too, there was

none of the forced mechanism of modern spirit;

no severe training to win; no professional

coaches; no hired caretakers of the grounds;

no paid admissions; but simply a spontaneous

outflow of joyous participation for the pure

pleasure of it. A few did not join, but most did.

They bought their own tools, took care of their

own grounds and expected no favors of the

authorities. The athlete, if fair in his methods,

was something of a leader but not the great

hero, unless he were also a scholar. If the formal

arrangement of outside schedules was absent,

there was an occasional match and plenty of

rival games among themselves to add zest to life.

The official attitude was non-interference, but the

wise disciplinarian looked with approval on the

outlet to youthful activity and joined in the felic-

itations upon victory and the unending replaying

of the game in the evening. The great grounds

right at the door gave ample chance for little

games, whenever a ten-minute recess in the pro-

gram could be found, and there were few prettier

scenes than the Haverford lawn on a fine spring

day from four to six in the afternoon.
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As we have seen, cricket was introduced by

William Carvill in the early days of the school.

It lasted for nearly a decade and then seemed

to have disappeared in the counter charms of

the rude, unorganized football of the period.

But in 1856 there came a resurrection. This

is told by a writer in one of the manuscript

student publications of three years later.

He says: "It has been just three years since

the game of cricket was introduced at Haver-

ford, and probably many of my readers remem-

ber with what excitement and zeal it was first

received. The old football was almost immedi-

ately deserted, and a large cricket club of forty

or fifty members was formed, and implements

sent for at once. But among some of the mem-

bers of the club there was such excitement and

impatience that they could not wait for the

things sent; and especially was zeal manifested

by a certain A S (be his m.emory

revered!), who made wickets out of broomsticks

and bats out of pine boards; and, with a crowd

of fellows not quite so much excited as himself,

he started the first game of cricket at Haver-

ford, bowling himself with a ball which he had

obtained from an unknown source. Thus began
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this interesting game at Haverford. Soon,

however, the required implements came, in the

shape of two big, heavy bats with unwrapped

handles (for wrapped handles were then almost

unknown in this backwoods community), with

ball and wickets indescribable; altogether a

slight improvement on the old broomsticks.

Such was cricket here at first. Any one who

could knock the ball over the bowler's head was

considered an excellent player, and two runs

at a time was almost a miracle; there was no

such thing as 'well held,' and 'lost ball' was

unheard of."

The early conditions are graphically described

by a writer who fairly states the enthusiasm of

the times:

"By the fall of '57 there had arisen at Haver-

ford two most exclusive clubs—the Delian and

Lycaean. Into the former no new student

could hope to gain admittance; and thus, not

satisfied with their privileges as spectators of

the older boys' play, the Freshmen resolved to

form a new club. American willow in the hands

of a carpenter produced two bats, which, when

the blades were oiled and the handles wrapped

with tarred twine, cost 75 cents. Half a dollar
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more supplied hickory stumps; and when a

rubber ball, firm, though not solid, was pro-

cured for 25 cents, it was found that $1.50 had

started a new club—the immortal Dorian.

This new race of cricketers, like the old Greek

race earnest and energetic, soon proved their

right to the ambitious name they had chosen,

for they conquered all before them. It has been

said, and justly, that the first settlers of a

community stamp its future character. What a

birthright has then the Haverford College

Cricket Club, the Dorian's lineal descendant!

With a membership of seven and a capital of

$3.50, the club commenced playing immedi-

ately after the mid-winter vacation. Snow

covered the ground, but a firm coating of ice

upheld the enthusiastic cricketers. On the

present site of Alumni Hall the stumps were

pitched, and the rubber ball was well adapted

to the condition of the crease. Scornfully did

the Delian veterans criticise the efi^orts, and

heartily did they deride the enthusiasm of their

future conquerors.

"Let us pause to consider the condition of

affairs. The Delian Club had its crease where

the college cricket grounds now are; the Lycaean
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claimed the strip bordering on the other side of

Maple Avenue; while the Dorian practiced on

that spot of turf now covered by Barclay Hall.

Lawn mowers were yet to be invented; and the

grass was cut, that is, the hay was harvested,

twice a year. The feet of the batsmen usually

supplied the place of a roller, though at times a

small one was used. Hose there was none, but

the rain of heaven watered the grass and changed

the dust into mud. The long grass did excel-

lent service in the field, but was also responsible

for six hits. The bowling was generally under-

hand, and 'grounders' were ruled out by a

healthy and powerful college spirit. The most

important position in the field—the one in

which the best fielder was always placed—was

the one now known as 'swipe,' and then termed

'cover-point-over.' To him went many a ball,

which fact is significant of the condition of

batting and bowling. The important matches

were played 'on the field south of the old

Haverford Road, near the water-works.' Here

the crease was good, and the ground around

fair, though somewhat restricted in extent."

Cricket continued the Haverford game for

several decades both in spring and fall. It
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yielded later its fall precedence to football,

which was better adapted to the season and in

late years it has a spring rival in baseball.

There is no doubt that it has profoundly modi-

fied the sporting morals of the college. No one

thought of questioning the decision of the

umpire, and public sentiment was sufficient to

insure that official's fairness. A good play by

an opponent was applauded as vigorously as by

a comrade. No eligibility rules were thought

of. The best of courtesy was extended to

visiting teams and honor and a trust to honor

was the pervasive spirit of the game. When
other sports were introduced the same ideals

were measurably extended to them. There

cannot be much doubt that they leavened also

the daily habits and character of the students.

P"or a time several other colleges formed a

pleasant group of contestants, but later the

country clubs of suburban Philadelphia have

given the main opportunity to display the

prowess of the players.

The Civil War seriously disarranged the col-

lege finances, but did not greatly discourage

attendance. Some students and a larger num-
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ber of Alumni enlisted, but the Board and

Faculty tried as best they could to moderate

the warlike spirit. It was a hard test. As

President Lincoln said in a letter to a Friend of

the day:

"Your people—the Friends—have had, and

are having, a very great trial. On principle,

and faith, opposed to both war and oppression,

they can only practically oppose oppression by

war. In this hard balance some have chosen

one horn and some the other. For those appeal-

ing to me on conscientious grounds, I have done,

and shall do, the best I could and can, in my own

conscience, under my oath to the law. That

you believe this I doubt not; and believing it,

I shall still receive, for our country and myself,

your earnest prayers to our Father in Heaven.*'*

The Friends had been radical anti-slavery

men, having freed all their own slaves prior to

1800, and had constituted the most potent ele-

ment in the abolition ranks prior to the con-

flict, and even in the South were mostly on the

side of the Union. But opposition to war was

also written in all their history, and while they

deeply sympathized with the objects of the

From Lincoln's letter to E. L. Gurney, September 4, 1864.
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North, they did not feel that they could join

with the means which seemed to them to be

unchristian and immoral. But now, as in other

wars, there were breaks among the younger

men and the military records of certain Haver-

ford men were conspicuous.

Samuel J. Gummere was made Principal in

1862, President in 1864, and retained the post

until his death ten years later. A thorough

and honest scholar both in mathematics and

classics, to which he added a ready proficiency

in modern languages and the best literature,

very modest, quiet and self-effacing, but never

weak, reticent but genial, his students spoke of

him in terms of deepest respect and veneration.

His successor was Thomas Chase, who had been

associated with the college for twenty years,

whose election to the place dates from early

in 1875. At the same time Samuel Alsop, Jr.,

was made Superintendent and placed in charge

of the discipline.

In 1 87 1 the Board of Managers, apparently

convinced that their management at a distance

had not been successful, or tired, as well they

might be, with the frequent and unpleasant

demands on their time, turned over the whole
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control of the college to three men, President

Gummere and Professors Chase and Dillingham.

They were to have authority to deal with cases

of discipline, to engage subordinate teachers

subject to confirmation by the Board and to

have a share in all profits made by the financial

operations of the year. The latter proved a

very small, generally a negative, quantity, but

the centralized control when the three worthies

could agree was in the interest of eflriciency.

On the death of President Gummere the com-

mission was reduced to two, President Chase

and Professor Alsop, but now the college was

so reduced in size as to make profits negligible.

The President was so immersed in his classical

studies, being at this time on the American

Board of Revision of the New Testament, that

the business and detail management fell almost

exclusively into the hands of Professor Alsop,

and so it was found in the fall of 1875 when the

more personal part of this narrative begins.

This change of administration was the first

step towards introducing collegiate ideas into

the daily life of the college. Government at a

distance, the management of details from Phila-

delphia was working out badly. To hand this
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over to a body of collegiate men with large

powers was sure to lead to more trust in student

responsibility, and more relief from exacting

regulations. While years still remained before

the Haverford community was able to grasp

this idea in large measure, the process had now

been started.



CHAPTER V

Somewhat Personal, 1875-1887

The reader is not interested in my personal

history except in so far as it affects the work to

which I was now called. When my course in

Westtown school was completed, a plain-spoken

member of the school committee, after vainly

endeavoring to induce me to take a position I

did not want and assuring me of my unfitness

to take the one I did want, wound up the argu-

ment by the remark, "We will appoint thee;

but we want thee to know it is because we can

not get any one else." Hence I became a

teacher at Westtown, and in a few years suc-

ceeded in entering the Lawrence Scientific

School of Harvard University, where I took a

degree in Civil Engineering, specializing in

bridge building. But 1873, owing to panicky

conditions in business, was a bad year for

young engineers; and two more years at West-

town followed. Then the same conditions

existed at Haverford which had caused my
ft (65)
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appointment at the school. The man who

held the most subordinate position on the teach-

ing Hst became too ill to return; and after

the college opened, *' because they could not

get any one else," I was appointed. My teach-

ing naturally would have been Mathematics

and in time the most of this work fell into my
hands, but in a small faculty one can not be

too particular, and in addition History, Chemis-

try, Physics, Anatomy and Astronomy were at

one time or another given me, to which assign-

ments I with utmost docility assented.

It was about a month after college opened in

the fall of 1875 that, a youth of twenty-six

years, I reached Haverford. There was then a

college of forty-three students, of whom fifteen

were Seniors, and a fine lot of mature young

men they were. The discouraging feature was

that there were only four Freshmen. This

class was somewhat increased by later addi-

tions, but the drift to Haverford both among

Friends and others had apparently almost

ceased.

There was still but one course of study possi-

ble, rigid throughout. Three recitations a day,

at 9 and 11 in the morning and 3 in the after-
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noon, made a very simple program. The whole

class was together taking the same studies;

hence during these hours every student was

engaged. One of these studies each day was

Greek or Latin, one Mathematics, and one some

Scientific, Philosophical, or Historical subject;

and for Freshmen with the strict requirements

of the day it is doubtful if any better regime

could be prescribed.

The students rose at the call of the bell, col-

lected in a room on the first floor and marched

down two and two to breakfast in the base-

ment. This was repeated at each of the other

meals. At 10 in the morning, 2 in the after-

noon and 7 in the evening an hour's Collection

for all students was held, the three lower classes

under the care of an officer who was expected

to keep the room quiet and give aid in the les-

sons. The Seniors by a stretch of liberty were

permitted to meet in a room of their own
unproctored. Hence through six hours a day

all students were on duty. Each hour sufficed

for a roll call, and a Bible reading in the eve-

ning at 9 o'clock and a requirement to be in bed

and lights out by 10 constituted another. One
of the duties of the Assistant Superintendent,
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under which extensive title I performed the

more menial part of Faculty obligations, was to

attend to these various collections, study hours,

and bed requirements, detect absentees and

enforce reasonable quiet. Each student sup-

plied himself with a cushion, the principal use

of which was as a missile, and this explains the

following resolution, said to have been adopted

by vote of the college:

"Resolved, that if any person be struck by a

cushion he is not allowed to throw more than

six in return—double the number at a Fresh-

man. If the person that threw it be not con-

veniently near, he will not be allowed to hit in

return, more than four unoffending students

—

double the number of Freshmen. On no

account will more than ten cushions be allowed

to describe parabolas at one time. Chairs are

not to be used as missiles until all cushions are

exhausted."

These cushion fights, which usually were

evening entertainments, constituted one of the

serious offences which the Assistant Superin-

tendent had to deal with. Why he did not

allow them to proceed unmolested is now one

of his unsolved problems, except that he had
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to fall in with the wholesome habits of the

past.

The students were kindly disposed to the new

official. They tried to teach him to play cricket

and they allowed him to accompany them on

their cross country runs. They gave him

pointers as to the limitations which time had

imposed on his methods in detecting offenders,

and they warned him against criticizing certain

peculiarities of the older officers which had to be

recognized. The Seniors, to whom he was

appointed to teach mechanics, with great polite-

ness proved to him that they ought not to take

such long lessons as a class of specialists at

Harvard; and even the four Freshmen caught

the spirit of helpfulness by generously passing

on a tradition given them by the Sophomores

as to how many propositions of Euclid were

orthodox for a day's work. It was excellent

training in the game of discipline as played at

Haverford, which was useful to him in after

years.

But there was no malice in their operations

and no serious immorality. They were a good-

natured, well-wishing company, restrained by

rules which they had outgrown into limits
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imposed by men who had high standards of

living and intended to perpetuate them by pro-

hibiting whatever in their judgment would

jeopardize them. The harm done to the parti-

cipants was mainly in the present. The con-

ditions were unpleasant for the official body,

for in the main they did not make for whole-

some social and intellectual relations on equal

grounds. But reading the future of the lives

of these irresponsible youth, the method was

not unsuccessful. Of the Seniors of this year

one became a president of a college, two pro-

fessors of Greek in reputable colleges, one per-

haps the most distinguished singer of his time

in the country, several successful and honorable

business men, and not one in anywise disrepu-

table or strikingly inefficient. And while to

this day they will tell of their deeds without

shame, they will also admit that the discipline

in conduct and study, the example of high

ideals of serious spiritual lives, the apprecia-

tion of the nobility of scholarly enterprise, had

produced permanent results of value.

But these are afterthoughts. To me the life

was one of alternate pleasure and confusion.

When we got into healthy human relations,
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talking sports or studies, there was much enjoy-

ment in their honest earnestness. To meet

them in their rather reckless disregard of rules

for disregard's sake, v/hen they set fire to the

leaves in the fall without caring for damage to

trees or buildings, when they surreptitiously at

midnight went through the operation with

heathen ceremony of burying an unpopular

author, when the college horse was borrowed

for nocturnal expeditions, when the hundred

similar efforts by day and night which it was

considered the duty of the Assistant Superin-

tendent to keep pace with and disintegrate

before or after the occurrence, then life assumed

the proportions of a burden which made it

undesirable. After one year's trial I declined

further service in this field.

How easy it would have been, as seen by

future experience, to have controlled with

pleasure and profit this little group of worthy

students, from good homes and with no bad

intentions ! To have removed one-half or more

of the little restrictions and depended on public

sentiment and honor to maintain standards!

To have encouraged rather than denied recre-

ations through the winter months in which
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teacher and student could have been jointly

interested! To have paid no attention to many

of the harmless criminalities which created

friction and undermined authority! To have

thrown oneself unreservedly into the common

life, without losing anything of dignity or

authority and to have fused into one sympa-

thetic mass the half hundred men of good pur-

poses and ideals which made the Haverford of

that day! But it required more years to see

this plainly for oneself, still more to have the

necessary liberty to try the experiment, and a

good many to get out of the college the unfor-

tunate ideas of conflict of interests which the

program of school discipline applied to college

material had created in these transition days.

For another decade the old program held before

a new theory began to dawn, and still another

before the traditions passed on by the Alumni

to the undergraduates made it seem possible

to feel the pulse of the change. Then very

slowly all the elements of college population

became infused with a common loyalty to

rational living, and the development of a gen-

eration saw its fruits.

Fundamentally it was the supposed demand
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of the constituency for restriction and disci-

pline working through the Board to the Faculty

which created the conditions. The Quaker

founders had practically pledged themselves to

their skeptical fellow members that a school of

high grade could be conducted without damage

to the strict policies of the past. Up to this

time they had not thrown the college unre-

servedly open to other support, and they had

not seen that the rather narrow regulations

were not adapting themselves even to the sec-

tarian requirements. They were trying with-

out success to bring into line the more con-

servative of the Friends. The graduates by

this time were in number, and much more so in

influence and standing, sufficient to make them-

selves felt in Church Councils. But they still

represented a small minority in Philadelphia

Quakerism, and were distrusted most seriously

by the great body of Friends. It was rare that a

Quaker boy came to Haverford from Westtown

or other of the more Friendly schools. A group

of the finest men for scholarship and spiritual

power which the Yearly Meeting possessed was

kept on the fringe of the deliberations, for some

supposed errors of theology or because their
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education would unfit them to be responsive

witnesses to the propulsion of the Divine Spirit

in their hearts. When I came from Westtown

to Haverford I was warned by Friends of the

dangerous influences I was subjecting myself

to; but one kindly monitor, with protestations

perfectly confidential, privately told me that

things were probably not so bad as represented.

In their zeal for pure truth, neither side saw

that the solution of the difiiculty would lie in a

general good education which would produce

toleration and broadmindedness. Here Haver-

ford, perhaps unconsciously to herself and cer-

tainly so to others, held the key to the situa-

tion. Finally her pervasive influence became

irresistible. While she did not throw down

barriers, she did educate men, and the leaven

of liberality, slowly at first but in the end suc-

cessfully leavened the whole lump. The best

feeders she has now are the same schools that

then repudiated her. The sons of her most

determined opponents are among her best

friends. The liberties which they decried and

many more she indulges in without reproof, and

the sort of men they feared most earnestly have

taken their places of influence in the manage-
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ment of the church. She has found her way
out of the mazes of denominationahsm without

losing sight of the purpose for which she was

founded. She has discarded not the objects

of her fathers but the methods.

But we are getting far ahead of our story.

I had been able to convince the appointing

powers that I might perform useful service in

teaching Mathematics and one or two unre-

lated subjects, and was able to discard the

disciplinary bugbear. Besides I got married

and lived in Founders Hall, and for a few years

my duties and conditions were as favorable as

commonly fall to the lot of young teachers.

My successor as Assistant Superintendent was

a young man without the previous experience

in boarding school life which had saved me from

utter annihilation, and I watched with some

solicitude his approach to the problems of the

day. Suffice it to say that some time during

the winter he came to my room and asked if I

did not think that the cause of honest discipline

would be advanced if he gave up the task.

I was forced to tell him that I thought his

presence created more trouble than it cured,

and he forthwith packed up and left the college.
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The building of Barclay Hall did something

to revolutionize the life of the college. The

grounds contained in 1875 only Founders Hall,

Alumni Hall and the nucleus of an Astronomical

Observatory. The students still housed them-

selves in the little rooms of the original build-

ing and ate in the basement. Something better

in the way of living was needed; and at the sug-

gestion of Jacob P. Jones, who subscribed to the

project and afterwards was a most munificent

donor to the college, a fund was started. It was

two years before the money, some ^80,000, was

raised and the Hall opened; but in 1877 the

little group of students but half filling the

rooms found themselves in possession.

It furnished certainly a great advance over

previous quarters. The most of it was made

up of suites of three rooms, where two students

could have a common study and each an adjoin-

ing bedroom. This of course ended the old

Collections where work was done under the eye

of an officer, though for some years the same

hours of quiet and supposed study were required.

But the close surveillance of the past was

ended.

It was thus a concession to the spirit of col-
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lege liberty, and opened the way to other con-

cessions, though its friends hardly intended it

to be so. Central corridors extended from end

to end of the building, 218 feet long, originally,

however, broken in the center where were to

be housed families of officers who were to have

a guardian care over the new experiment.

They could from their commanding situation

behind glass partitions see the lines of room

doors and control the noises in the corridors,

while transoms, to be kept unshrouded, revealed

any reckless fellow who kept his light burning

after the prescribed hours. The doors of

entrance being in the center, it was supposed

they could also be guarded at night. In a

little time family life became undesirable under

the conditions, and the discipline was turned

over to unmarried proctors who inherited all

the tragic difficulties inherent in the situation.

The glass doors obstructing the passages were

so frequently broken that they were removed

and the whole length was available for student

operations which may be readily imagined.

Any noises were easily heard over the hall and

were a signal for a collection of uneasy spirits.

The plan was radically bad. Its supposed vir-
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tue that it could be easily policed became its

most serious defect, and Barclay Hall became

for years the storm center of the discipline.

This was finally partly remedied after some

three decades of failure, during which several

promising young instructors lost much sleep

and some reputation, by dividing the hall into

three sections by brick partitions, with separate

entrances from the outside, and by removing

the proctors entirely and depending on student

government. This dormitory intended for

eighty students (now stretched to ninety) was,

however, the first serious attempt to procure

modern college housing conditions. It only

went half way, but it was probably as far as

the constituency would support. It gave com-

fortable quarters of living. It placed some

responsibility for the preparation of lessons on

the students themselves, and it brought into

sight at least the dawn of responsibility for gen-

eral conditions.

These half-way measures did not, however,

have much immediate effect upon student rela-

tions with the Faculty. There was enough of

regulation left to maintain friction. The rules

seemed reasonable enough to wise men on the
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outside. If obeyed they would make for whole-

some conditions of body and intellect. But

they were imposed without consultation with

those most interested. The students were not

partners in the enterprise; they were subjects

of a benevolent despotism. Out of it, however,

there was developing a healthy democracy,

though this was as yet in the background.

The small numbers of 1875 and a few suc-

ceeding years, especially after the new dormi-

tory gave increased room, was a subject of much
concern, and serious efforts were made to

attract others. It was decided by the Board

to offer scholarship aid generously. The recip-

ients proved to be mainly mature men, some

well along in their twenties, from parts distant

from Philadelphia and largely from farms.

Their early education had been much inter-

rupted, and while somewhat inefficiently pre-

pared for the Freshman Class, their zeal and

industry soon gave them a creditable standing.

The unfortunate effect was, however, produced

of dividing the student body into two rather

distinct interests; one composed of these stu-

dious, serious men who, notwithstanding the

financial aid, were sacrificing much for their
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education and wanted to get the greatest pos-

sible return, and for whom discipHne was a

negligible concern, and one of much younger

well-to-do men mostly from Philadelphia and

suburbs, the real inheritors of the Haverford

of the past, bright, active fellows now first

released from parental control and school disci-

pline, and while not at all in an ugly mood,

intending to maintain the athletic and, as far

as possible, the anarchic conditions which their

predecessors had informed them constituted

the true Haverford life. A very wise disci-

pline might have softened these divergencies,

but to effect sympathetic union was probably

impossible and it is no wonder that to this day

class and college loyalty is unknown, except by

individuals, among these graduates. As indi-

viduals, however, both sorts have become mark-

edly successful. One class has produced dis-

tinguished members of the faculties of Harvard,

Michigan, Stanford and Haverford, besides men

with honorable records in business and profes-

sional careers. Other records are hardly less

notable. The college had suffered by its

rather arbitrary policy, but it did not cease

to produce men. About ninety-five per cent
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in these days were Friends, and the moral

habits of all of them were good. Some of us

seriously questioned, however, whether we could

advise our young friends to enter a college in

which law and order seemed to rest upon such

an attenuated support, and in which cohesion

was so lacking. Indeed, we were seriously con-

sidering a more secure place for ourselves, a

distrust which, when we look back at the condi-

tions, now seems unjustifiable.

The Haverford School Association, afterwards

changed to the Corporation of Haverford Col-

lege, had been a stock company. Some fears

had been expressed that by sales of shares the

control might pass into other hands and some

possible bequests were believed to be in jeopardy

on account of this uncertainty. It was decided,

therefore, in 1878, to secure the consent of the

stockholders to a forfeiture of their shares. Of

course by this time all prospects of dividends

had been extinguished and the only difficulty

lay in chasing down to its ownership every share

from the original list to its last resting place as

the result of sales, gifts and bequests. The
whole 804 shares were, however, found, consent

obtained by judicious decision for their elimina-
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tion; and the corporation was allowed to make

its own by-laws. Every owner of a share was

now made a member of the new corporation,

which was empowered to add to its numbers by

election, all new members being members of the

Society of Friends. Out of this list the Board of

Managers of twenty-four, together with a Sec-

retary and Treasurer, was elected.*

About the same time, the reorganization of

the literary societies came up as a subject of

much excitement among the students. The

Loganian, as the pioneer and as the joint inter-

est of Faculty and students, had a hereditary

right to exist; but work for it had greatly

diminished and it seemed likely to die. The

other societies, Everett and Atheneum, rivals

in the sense of securing membership, composed

of students alone, and holding secret sessions,

were more active, but also partook something of

decay. The one published the manuscript

Collegian, the others The Gem and The Bud;

but an examination of the files of all these

papers shows a marked decline from the earlier

days. There were decided to be too many

societies for efficient maintenance, but each old

* The office of President of the Board was not created till 1 886.
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name had its friends. Two rival societies were

proposed, the one the Loganian, the other a

union of the other two; but the other two

dedined to lose their individualities. Then it

was proposed to wipe the slate clean and start

over with two public rival bodies; but the

Alumni promptly killed this plan. Finally it

was decided to make up the Loganian of dele-

gates from the other two, together with an

independent body elected from those outside of

either. This for a time added to the interest of

the proceedings, especially in the matter of

debates, in which some of the professors exhib-

ited themselves to the delight of the audience.

But the days of really successful voluntary

effort in this line were over and after a few gal-

vanic attempts at life, they sank into innocuous

desuetude.

This was compensated for to some extent by
the founding of The Haverfordian, the first

number of which appeared in the fall of 1879.

The manuscript papers promptly withdrew from

the field. The new periodical was underwritten

by the Loganian Society, but soon came under

general college control. Like all things Haver-

fordian, it has had a checkered career. Some-
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times it has been given to faultfinding, always

easy and usually unfruitful. Sometimes it has

been advisory in a kindly way, passing over to

Board and Faculty its superfluous wisdom with a

generous hand. Sometimes it has been light

and frivolous, running to papers of a ribald or

questionably moral sort; so that once at least

the Board decreed its abolition, and it was only

saved by a member of the Faculty accepting the

responsibility for its reformation. Sometimes

it has contained personal references of damaging

character or cheap stories or jokes which hurt

the reputation of the college. Many of these

were self-corrective, for letters from Alumni or

the loss of subscribers gave it a pause. More

often it has reflected the best, most serious and

loyal life of the college, and especially of late

years has generally done credit to all con-

cerned. In these early days, when it was an

object of suspicion and every page was scanned,

many a zealous friend saw much to condemn in

its contents. In the long run it probably echoed

the attitude of the student body and certain

numbers are not pleasant reading.

The same month in which the first number of

The Haverfordian appeared, came into existence
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also the Y. M. C. A. Some good Friends looked

askance on the sort of easy speaking about

religious subjects which it encouraged. The

younger, more careless group did not accept

membership. Its initial strength came from

the older men from the West and South, brought

in by scholarship aid. What it may have lost

in social standing in those days, it gained by

the evident sincerity and consistency of its

advocates. They went with much devotion not

only into the meetings at the college but into

social work in the neighborhood ; and it was not

long in proving itself a most useful organiza-

tion. It conquered its place, and in course of

years its difficulty consisted rather in the fact

that it had no opposition to overcome. Some

years it has been an efficient agent of morality.

Before the Faculty could know, it has taken

into hand some youth who showed signs of bad

habits and by kindly but plain talk has aided

him to recover; and this not once but many
times. As an agency for good, no other influ-

ence has compared with it. The hesitation of

many Friends to accept hard statements of

doctrine has prevented it from adopting in full

the creed of the central body, but at its best its
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operations made for honest spirituality and

good living, and in time practically the whole

student membership joined its ranks.

Bible study has always been emphasized at

Haverford. Every student had been required

to take weekly lessons. In early days these

were from the Greek Testament. Later, when

Greek was unknown to many of them, the

English text was substituted. Its enforced

absence from the public schools, and the weak-

ness of Sunday-schools as means of instruction,

seem to bring to denominational schools and

colleges the duty, if any accurate knowledge of

this most influential of all books is obtained, of

giving practical instruction in it. It is so inter-

woven with our literature and our institutions

that general ignorance of it will almost break

the continuity of our history. Most Haver-

ford students have been able to understand a

Biblical reference in Shakespeare or Tennyson

and have had a fair knowledge of the outline of

Jewish and Christian history. The Y. M. C. A.

study was more devotional and voluntary, and

supplied for some students a lack in the required

courses of the college.

My own work during this decade was pri-
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marily in Mathematics. The whole teaching in

this subject soon came to me. In 1877 the Board

decided to create a Chemical Laboratory and

to make instruction there more practical. I

knew very little of the subject, but with the

aid of one or two students, more learned than

myself, managed to plan and equip a fairly

useful laboratory, and for two years I had

charge of it. It existed practically unchanged

until the new chemical building was erected in

1910. The Board, finding a chemist they

thought would add strength to the Faculty,

transferred my work to the field of Astronomy.

The college in early days obtained an SJ-inch

refracting telescope with transit instrument and

clock, and Joseph G. Harlan and others had

done good work here. I raised a subscription

and bought a new 12-inch refractor made by

the Clarks with micrometer, spectroscope and

other attachments, and constructed a new dome

to house it. Elective classes of eight or ten

members for a number of years carried on not

only study and practice but also small pieces

of research.

This decade witnessed the beginning of elec-

tives and the creation of a scientific course.
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The Seniors of 1876 were permitted to take any

two of the three subjects, Greek, Practical

Astronomy and Analytical Mechanics. Two
members of the class of 1878 were the first to

finish the scientific course, which differed from

the old schedule chiefly in the substitution of

scientific subjects and modern languages for

Greek. It was with many misgivings that the

friends of the old course saw these innovations,

and their conservative influence was undoubt-

edly useful in keeping the new experiment

within narrow bounds and true to the theory

of a general rather than a technical basis. An

addition, a few years later, of certain engineer-

ing subjects, made for the purpose of retaining

the patronage of old Haverford families who

wanted such instruction, was more of an inroad

upon primary ideas; but, as compared with the

courses of technical schools in general, was

quite liberal, much of English, French, German,

Economics and Philosophy being required.

About three years of scientific work as usually

taught was spread over four years. This

omitted some of the specialized instruction of

the upper years; but so far as known, the

graduates sufi^ered no practical loss in after
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life. It is certain that engineers should be

able to write a letter correctly, to know enough

of economics to have some idea of the current

labor problems, to be able to read treatises in

foreign languages, and to have the general

information at the call of educated men. They

are not only engineers and chemists, but also

citizens of a democracy, members of social or

religious organizations, and men of the world.

A purely technical course devoted to business

success and money-making gives an outlook

upon life too exclusively material and financial

for the production of the best scholarship and

citizenship, and with too selfish a motive to

give a place to generous instincts and high

idealism.

On the other hand, it was charged against the

rigid classical course of earlier days that it

omitted much that was useful from any point

of view in the new studies, that many students

were so built that they did not note its literary

uses or beauties, and made but little progress

in its mastery. Real development came to

them as a result of the study of things which

their senses could grasp, and the world needed

their aid in its physical development, upon which
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so much of human progress, social and moral,

depended.

There was of course truth in both these posi-

tions and from this time they were pressed

upon the college as conflicting duties. But

gradually the tide turned to the side, not of an

unyielding course of ancient studies, but of an

education which kept the vocational idea in the

background and exalted that of humanism. It

need not include ancient languages for all stu-

dents, but its object was the culture of the man

rather than of the specialist.

This was, however, the decision only for

Haverford. It involved no criticism of other

colleges and other aims. It recognized that

both ideals were needed in the country. It

even recognized that it was cutting off many

very desirable students and that the popularity

of technical studies must leave it a compara-

tively small place in the college field. But it

chose to be in the small list of institutions which

adhered to the policy of general training and

closed its doors to those who wished to special-

ize too exclusively on subjects of material value

in after life. This was in harmony with its

early history. While it took some years for us
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to see it clearly, the tendency of the choice was

to perpetuate the scholastic and rehgious ideals

for which the college was created. While the

exclusive devotion to denominationalism passed

away soon after the date we are now consider-

ing, yet in its larger field of preparing all sorts

and conditions of men for the duties of life of

the higher sort, the observation of its results

has not induced us to feel that we made any

mistake in going cautiously into the elective

system and technical courses. In time the

engineering work ceased to be a separate

course; its subjects were made elective,

allowing much or little time to be spent on

them.

Samuel Alsop's health soon broke down.

He had performed a great duty in steadying the

college. He was followed as Superintendent

by Nereus Mendenhall, a fine, stalwart south-

ern gentleman of strong will and personality,

and he by Pliny Earle Chase, most lovable and

sincere of men, of versatile accomplishments

and pure ideals. But none of these ever got

quite close enough to student sentiment to be

very happy in the work. Their assistants,

mostly young men without experience or real
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authority, helped rather to confuse the

situation.

I had had seven years of comparatively pleas-

ant work at teaching, when, in 1883, the Board

suggested that I should follow Professor Chase

in the thankless task. Of course I now knew

what I was getting into. Without any seriously

worked out theory of discipline I had some

hopes that the good-will achieved by several

years of rather pleasant relations in the class

room would be enough of an asset to carry me

v' through the first dangers. The college, with-

out being fundamentally demoralized, was more

or less at the mercy of a youthful group of

ungoverned students. I knew that this must be

controlled or I should go the way of all failures.

I must match my shrewdness with theirs, my
freedom from mistake and fairness in emer-

gencies with their easy defiance of rules and

order, my self-control and self-discipline with

their promptness to take advantage of an

unwise step. It would be a severe ordeal, in

which I would have practically no effective

allies in the faculty and not much better than

neutral sentiment among such students as were

not sympathetic with the opposition. It is
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not necessary to go through the petty struggle

of the year. Of course, any popularity I had

stored up soon departed. To me it was an

overworked year. I had full teaching work

in Mathematics, and every clear night in the

observatory, besides family duties now in a

house on the college grounds. These were

combined with an ever-present feeling that I

was needed in Barclay Hall to suppress a riot,

and a sense of responsibility for the personal

welfare of individual students. The week-ends

were the haven of rest when most of the Phila-

delphia students went to their homes. We
worried through it, however, and these young

men, now grown to late manhood, have been

among my good friends ever since. But the

life did not look good to me and I declined

further service under the conditions which

existed. It performed for me, however, the

inestimable service of teaching me some of the

principles upon which college discipline must be

founded, and the futility of making it a contest

in which victory would rest with the strongest

battalions.

There came to me from the Board a sug-

gestion which, when crystallized into working
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shape, is probably unique in college annals.

The office of dean was to be created and I

might have it. If it meant only doing the work

of the preceding year under a different title, I

could not see much in it. But I might take the

college with full power to conduct it as I would.

I might engage the professors, including the

President (of course it was understood that

President Chase would be retained), fix their

salaries and duties, determine the charges for

board and tuition, attend to all the business

details, including the care of some 215 acres of

land mostly given over to farming, and admit

or decline students at will. I was to have a

small salary guaranteed and all the profits of

the college up to a pretty large maximum. As

the profits for years had been negative, and

made up by members of the Board, there were

probably some incredulous smiles when the

last proposition was passed.

The arrangement did not ease matters so

far as personal duties were concerned. The

responsibility was increased, but with it came

an increased freedom to act, and a feeling that

I was on my mettle to make it succeed. The

price of board and tuition was raised from ^425
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tor ^500. I took Steps to increase attendance,

(which, however, did not have immediate results,)

studied economies on various sides, made a

new arrangement with the farmer, and combined

the work of professors without seriously decreas-

ing salaries. At the end of the year no one,

except the Board, was more surprised than

myself, to find that I had cleared my maximum
salary and had a little additional to place in

the treasury of the college, and these results

followed in the second year.

While this income was personally very grati-

fying, there came with it the feeling that I was

hardly strong enough to resist the temptation

to cheapen the college for my personal benefit.

The Board seemed satisfied to be relieved of all

financial responsibility which had burdened

them for so many years, but I was conscious

that the only way to continue the profitable

scheme was to keep down the cost of teaching,

which meant a lower grade of professors, and to

admit students whose qualifications were rather

the ability to pay prices than their mental and

moral fitness to keep up the standards of the

Haverford of the past. When I remembered

the sacrifices of earlier days to maintain these
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standards, the reputation the college had already

acquired as the result of these sacrifices, my
own hopes for an enlarged future in the quality

as well as the amount of work to be done, I

became satisfied that the element of personal

profit should not enter into the plans, that there

were some things worse than debts, that the

Board must retake the obligation to meet

increased expenses for teaching and equipment,

and that Haverford must not be open to the

charge of delaying its expansion in order to

put money into the pocket of any individual.

At the end, therefore, of the two fat years, I

asked the Board to place me on the salary list

at a moderate figure and resume the active

control of the college. This did not, however,

seriously interfere with my duties as dean,

which covered the business afi^airs and disci-

pline, as well as the teaching of Mathematics

and Astronomy.

I well remember how grateful after a trou-

bled day of perplexing troubles, would be a

cool night in the observatory alone under a clear

sky when the definition was good, and the

sense of relief and the inspiration of the prob-

lems of the heavens open before the observer.
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It was during these years that my limited con-

tributions to astronomical science were of most

consequence. I was writing popular papers on

astronomical subjects for the Philadelphia Public

Ledger, the Scientific American and other peri-

odicals, and a few more pretentious ones to

scientific journals, besides in collaboration with

Dr. G. M. Philips publishing a little text-book

on astronomy which had considerable use in

secondary schools.



CHAPTER VI

First Decade as President, i 887-1 897

During the year 1886 the health of President

Thomas Chase broke down, and he went to

Europe. While there he sent his resignation to

the Board. His brother, PHny Earle Chase, was

made Acting-President, but in December, 1886,

he died. The loss of these two great scholars

seemed most serious. They had by their reputa-

tion and services brought to the college a stand-

ing in the popular mind and in collegiate circles

which no others of the professors were at all

competent to maintain. The students felt that

much that made Haverford valuable had dis-

appeared and a few transferred themselves to

other colleges. But by this time there had been

accumulated such a momentum that even this

great loss could not seriously check its growth.

A new constitutency was beginning to develop.

Men not Friends, but wealthy and deservedly

prominent citizens of Philadelphia, had begun

to send their boys, and the Board felt that the

(98)
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appointment of the new President was a matter

of great importance. They took their time in

the selection, but somewhat the same conditions

which had dictated my previous appointments

seemed to prevail. As the President of the

Board told me afterwards with great urbanity

and consideration, he had hoped that a more

satisfactory selection could have been made.

It apparently was assumed that the President

must be a Friend, and England and America

were narrowly scanned for the man. But he

did not become manifest, and in March, 1887,

I was notified of my appointment. The formal

inauguration came on May 17th, following.

But the Presidential duties had for the pre-

ceding three years been so much in my hands

that no marked changes were immediately

necessary.

I had certain advantages at the start. I was a

member of the religious body which had created

and sustained the college and was well ac-

quainted with its ideals and habits of thinking.

I had been there twelve years and personally

knew the Board, the Faculty, and the student

body. I had passed through the various stages

of service from the bottom up, and recent train-
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ing had put me in touch with all the details of

problems, scholastic, disciplinary and financial,

which had existed up to that date. It only

remained for me to review my theories of college

management, and with the prospect of some

permanency to start in operation the plans

which I hoped would make Haverford a greater

and a better institution than she had ever

been.

I could not then formulate these ideas as

readily as I do now. But, looking back, I think

that something like the following existed in my
mind with more or less definiteness:

I. Haverford must grow in numbers. There

were not enough students for the most effective

results or enough to employ the energies of such

a faculty as it was necessary to have. But on

the other hand there must be no sacrifice of

standards, mental or moral, to accomplish this.

Too much had already been gained by adherence

to ideals in the past to justify the least declension

in this respect.

It must be a small college not from necessity

but from choice, but larger than in the past.

The numbers since the establishment of the

college had been:
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Students Students

1856-57 70 1872-73 45

1857-58 67 1873-74 50

1858-59 68 1874-75 49
1859-60 67 1875-76 43

1860-61 65 1876-77 42

1861-62 50 1877-78 59

1862-63 51 1878-79 57

1 863-64 61 1879-80 71

1864-65 57 1880-81 78

1865-66 37 1881-82 68

1866-67 45 1882-83 71

1867-68 45 1883-84 80

1868-69 49 1884-85 84

1869-70 52 1885-86 93

1870-71 51 1886-87 94
1871-72 47

2. There must be a change in the relations

between the governing body and the students.

The endless friction of the past must be abol-

ished, not by winning in the game but by the

gradual development of the idea of common

interests and common loyalty which would take

away the tendency to form hostile camps. This

came slowly, due to the unfortunate influence

of the Alumni in favor of old customs. All

unnecessary restrictions must be abandoned

without, however, making fewer demands for

honest work and good conduct. Influence

must supersede prohibition.

» . » , '1 1 • J > >
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3. The key to the situation must he in the

selection of a faculty. When I became President,

the oldest member was about forty and there

were several vacancies. Additions must be

made of such a character as would hardly seem

to be justified by the financial basis of the college

at the time. Men of undoubted scholarship, of

general sympathy with Haverford ideas as likely

to be developed, of positive characters of a sort

to have influence with students must be ap-

pointed. At this time the endowment of the

college was about ^200,000 and the salary list

for 1886-87 only about ^20,000. It was hoped

that both of these figures could be greatly

increased.

•- 4. The main duty of the President of a college

was not to scour the country for students, or

spend much time seeking money for endowment

or buildings, but to create at the college condi-

tions of which reasonable men in sympathy with

its general ideals would approve. If this could

be done, students and money would flow in

without much solicitation, or through the volun-

tary exertion of interested helpers. Hence he

must keep close to the every day work, feel

responsible for the best interests of every stu-
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dent, back up every teacher in his honest

efforts, and make his influence personally felt

in every tendency of the year. He could thus

hope that there would be a gradual improve-

ment in morale and a gradual approach to hoped-
for conditions in student standing.

It may now be confessed that I was often

tempted to think that this policy was futile.

It took much longer than I had conceived

possible for results to appear. A decade of the

trial did not seem to have much appreciable

effect on the size of the list of patrons or the

tendency to contribute to college resources.

The temptation was great to yield ideals to more
superficial and immediate results and employ
advertising methods in the way of extravagant

announcements, field-agents and athletics, with

the hope that merit might follow rather than

precede numerical growth. But fortunately for

the theory, I retained the presidency for three

decades and in this time it proved trustworthy.

5. The college must range itself with the

group which aimed to produce the leaders of

thought and scholarship rather than with the

one which adapted itself to various branches of

technical and professional education. If it was
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to be a small college, with limited resources,

it must strive for excellence in the one field

toward which its past history had been driving

it, and advise its would-be patrons who wished

another sort of education to look elsewhere. In

general it must confine its work to the four

undergraduate years and send its students for

graduate work to the largely equipped uni-

versities.

I hesitate to state these principles of manage-

ment as all definitely adopted at the time. They

have doubtless been largely the accretions of

experience. Nor would I indicate that they were

wholly the products of personal planning or

adoption. They were in the atmosphere of the

place. Its evolution had brought it to the

point where something of the sort was rational

and necessary. They were announced and

modified by the good men whom I succeeded in

bringing to and keeping in the faculty, and as

we all approached the small daily problems with

open minds and a sympathetic regard for the

general purposes of the college the line of

development became clearer from year to year.

It is only by a backward glance that it can be

seen, and often hazily, how they constituted
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a platform to which we were measurably

faithful.

The opportunity soon came to test our

sincerity in carrying out this policy. The

patronage of well-to-do Philadelphians seemed

something of a guarantee of the social as well as

the educational standing of Haverford. In

their wake came others, however, who had no

other claims than their wealth to be ranked with

them. An element entirely foreign to anything

which had existed now entered. Our too lax

administration of the rules for special students

caused quite a number of this sort to be ad-

mitted. Had there been but very few, they

might have caught the better spirit of their

surroundings and at most have been harmless.

But there were sufficient of them to keep each

other in company and to carry in their train a

few neutral men who would under other cir-

cumstances have responded to better influences.

The college needed their money, the new

administration their prestige; and by shutting

our eyes to certain bad records and habits it

would have been possible to endure quietly

their presence. But this would mean ultimate

if not immediate deterioration, and the plan
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was adopted of ridding our ranks of them

quietly, beginning with the worst, mostly at

vacation times. No explanations were made to

any but themselves and this gave them the

opportunity to give their own reasons, often

untruthful, for leaving. As our friends saw the

departure of sons of good families and one after

another told of his dissatisfaction with the

college, it is not a matter of wonder that the

impression got into the Board and elsewhere

that something was wrong. The other students

at least suspected the reasons and were not

unappreciative, and it did not seem wise to make

any explanations; but a storm was brewing, of

which I was hardly aware, which burst later.

In 1890 I asked permission to spend a year in

Europe to study educational systems and theo-

ries. I was to return at mid-year to bring up

arrears of work and to make arrangements for

the succeeding year. Much of the time I spent

in England and as the result I wrote a book,

"English Education in the Primary and Sec-

ondary Schools." The rest of the year I was on

the continent. I have never known an executive

to take a long absence and on his return find

matters as satisfactory either for himself or his
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charge as when he left. This was strikingly so

in my case, though the college affairs were

managed with great skill. During the following

college year, 1891-92, at a meeting of the Execu-

tive Committee of the Board, a serious attack

was made upon the management, based on the

loss of standing of the college among families of

repute as well as for other weaknesses. As a mat-

ter of fact, this attack had been worked up in

my absence by men who were probably hon-

estly concerned for the welfare of the college. I

immediately offered my resignation, and had

almost taken another position, when the real

facts leaked out; the old graduates came to the

rescue; public sentiment turned my way, and

the resignation was declined. Since that time

there has not been a ripple of unpleasantness in

my relations with the Board.

This personal account, which is hardly worth

mentioning except to illustrate the difficulty of

carrying out a policy of idealism, has taken us

away from our narrative.

Conditions were favorable in 1887 for build-

ing up a faculty. The older men had all passed

away. The younger were sympathetic and

capable. The income of the college would
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not justify large expenditures, but some risks

must be taken. The ''settees" must be broken

up into chairs and some new subjects introduced.

Cambridge, England, supplied our Mathema-

ticians and a brilliant authority in Christian

Literature. Harvard sent us back one of our

own graduates, a great scholar in English.

Brown, Princeton and others made their con-

tributions; and a faculty of enthusiastic and

comparatively youthful teachers and students of

letters and science gave of their best to our

service. After some years the large universities

robbed us of our importations from England and

some others. But after all they had probably

given of their best in everything but reputation

to Haverford. The young man conscious of

expanding powers, with his future in his hands,

keenly in touch with youth, and with a con-

science and an outlook which demand the giving

of his best, in a sympathetic atmosphere, is

probably the most profitable investment for a

college. If it can secure a decade only of his

services, it may part with him with the feeling

that he has been greatly worth while.

One of the immediate effects of this new

scholarly life in the faculty was a demand for
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graduate courses. Several of the Seniors began

to see great resources of learning which they

had not as yet tapped. In the year 1889-1890

there were sixteen graduate students, of whom
ten were Haverford graduates and the others

came mostly from other Friends' colleges which

had been offered fellowships at Haverford. The

wisdom of this development was always dis-

puted by certain members of the Faculty, and.

the policy settled down in a year or two to

restrict such attendance to a few semi-official

positions. The Friends' Scholarships were later

made tenable in the Senior Class, and the

Haverford graduates were encouraged to attend

universities where a larger companionship and

better organized courses would provide advan-

tages impossible in a small college.

^
\ The relations with Harvard University had

been most cordial. They began when Thomas

Chase came to Haverford in 1856 and have been

continued by the double flow of graduates to

Harvard and of teachers to Haverford. About

one-half of the Faculty have usually held Har-

vard degrees, and full recognition has been

given at the university for our collegiate work.

For a time our students entered the Senior Class
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and even for some years after the Haverford

degree was fully recognized as equivalent to

that at Harvard, some of them preferred the

associations and standing of a Harvard under-

graduate. This, however, has gradually given

way and for a dozen years or more they have

usually received their Master's degree after one

year's work. The Harvard catalogue has during

recent years shown from six to twelve Haverford

men in its graduate school. For professional

courses in Law and Medicine, the University of

Pennsylvania has attracted the most of our

candidates.

The salary list rose between 1886 and 1889

from ^19,903 to ^29,750, and that without any

marked increase of income. This was permitted

by the Board partly as a venture of faith, with

the hope that in the long run it would pay for

itself and partly with the knowledge of certain

sources from which the expenses could be met.

Later five of the members generously agreed to

give $3,000 each, yearly, for five years to meet

current deficits, but while through death and

business misadventure this was not in all cases

completed, the stability of the college during

this time was assured.
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But another prospect was also giving courage

to the college. Jacob P. Jones was a descendant

of Henry Lewis, the first Welsh settler of Haver-

ford township. His Jones ancestors, also Welsh,

lived in the "Tract," on a piece of land deeded

by William Penn and passed down in direct line

to him. It was on the outskirts of Philadelphia

and building operations had brought the city

close to the ancient farm. He had been a

pioneer in the iron business and against much
prejudice had made the venture a success.

His son, Richard T. Jones, graduated at Haver-

ford in 1863, respected and popular. Six years

later he died and was followed soon after by his

widow and only sister. The stricken father

and mother became active in many city phil-

anthropies, l^hey had watched the develop-

ment of the struggling college a few miles from

their home and had appreciated the kindly

influences thrown around their son. When
Jacob Jones died in 1885 he left a sum of ^5,000

to establish a scholarship in the name of his son;

and upon the death of his widow the college was

to be his residuary legatee. It was not known
what this would amount to, but it gave heart to

all interested in college development.
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In 1897 some $275,000 came into the treasury

from this source and this was increased from

time to time as the securities were made avail-

able, or land sold, until ultimately over a

million dollars was realized. The instructions

of his will are interesting:

"Having full faith in the tenets of the Christian

religion, and entertaining great confidence in the

wholesome influence exercised over those who, in

their youth are under training, care, teaching and

example of instructors professing the faith and

observing the discipline of the religious Society of

Orthodox Friends, it is my desire and request that

the above-named corporation shall retain and keep

invested the capital of the funds and estate which

shall come to them under the residuary provisions

of this my will as a permanent endowment fund, and

spend and appropriate the income only thereof in

carrying out the work and objects of their incor-

poration.

"And, so far as they may be enabled out of the

said income, to admit a portion at least of their

students or scholars, either free of charge or at reduced

rates, I desire it to be done, giving the preference for

those who shall be so admitted free or at reduced

rates, first to the sons of Orthodox Friends, and

extending it afterward beyond that class to others,

if the said income be found sufficient and enough of

such first-named class shall not present themselves

to absorb it.

"In expressing the above wishes I am not to be

understood as desiring that the institution shall ever
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adopt rules which shall exclude children of parents

who are not members of the Society of Orthodox
Friends from the benefits of their institution. On the

contrary, my own views are that the true way to

demonstrate the advantages of instruction by Friends

is not to adopt the policy of excluding the children

of others, as, I fear, has been too much the case in

times past. Therefore, so far as my injunction can

avail, I trust they will always freely invite such others

to the benefits of the institution; and I believe the

corporation itself will best prosper and carry out its

work by opening its doors freely to all reputable and
deserving youth, to whatever religious instruction

they may have been subject before being received.

"Neither am I to be understood as imposing any
injunction for the application of any further or

greater portion of said income toward the furnishing

of free or reduced-rate instruction, than what there

shall be left for application in that manner after

the reasonable expenses of the institution shall have
been provided for from such income and the other

resources of the corporation.

"But my hope is that, under the blessing and
favor of God, there will come from this source a

revenue which shall be productive of growth and
vigor in the institution, as well as help, at this critical

period of their lives, to many deserving young men of

slender patrimony."

Many predictions were made that with this

large increase in endowment, other sources of

voluntary aid would disappear. Just the reverse

occurred. With the assurance that gifts could
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be appropriated to improvements rather than

deficits, they flowed in with increasing volume.

Apparently most donors prefer to give to an

institution which is assured of permanency and

success rather than to one strugghng for exist-

ence. The latter, however, is more heroic, and

Haverford can never sufficiently thank the

kindly friends who, up to 1897, bore an ever-

increasing load of financial discouragement with

generous liberality. Not once, while all the time

talking economy, did they ask that the stand-

ards of teaching should be lowered or the

receipts from board and tuition increased by the

admission of unworthy candidates.

Yet these early nineties were not happy

years for the President. The response hoped

for from patrons did not come to any large

extent. The students did not seem to yield

loyally to a kindlier administration of the dis-

cipline. Alumni influence was not always

wholesome. There was a growing debt, notwith-

standing generous contributions, which caused

constant uneasiness. Plans for enlargement and

improvement had to be postponed, and a period

of arrested development settled down upon the

place. A few students were admitted whose
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life was unprofitable for themselves and the

college. Under these circumstances it Is not a

matter of wonder that our best friends were

becoming impatient.

Certain problems were, however, worked out

during these years. The Greek letter fraterni-

ties had always been prohibited, partly on

account of objections to their supposed secrecy,

partly because in a small college they might

produce cliques which would interfere with

wholesome collegiate loyalty. The rule was

sometimes broken by a few students either by

joining a society in the neighboring University

of Pennsylvania or by forming chapters which

were in reality secret. These efforts were short-

lived. About the year 1894, two societies not

connected with any other organization came into

existence. They seemed harmless affairs and

no attention was paid to them. In a few years

they grew in numbers and their membership

was perpetuated in the Alumni ranks. As

rivals they began to have their effect upon college

politics and athletic officials. A body of our

most influential Alumni sent in a request for

their abolition. There seemed to be a place for

them as hosts to visiting graduates and as loyal
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supporters of collegiate ideas ; and a compromise

was made by permitting each society to have

six members from the two upper classes, and

receiving their promise to give to the President

their rules and list of members, and to abstain

from political activity. This arrangement

proved satisfactory, though anti-fraternity feel-

ing occasionally broke out. The demand for

chapters of more wide-spread organizations has

disappeared, and the great majority of Alumni

and undergraduates would deprecate their intro-

duction. Their utility as agents for toning up

weak students is secured by other means.

The college by its dormitories and dining room

supplies all the purposes of fraternity houses;

and as social institutions merely, their useful-

ness would probably not justify their existence.

In earlier days a boy was admitted after an

oral examination of brief duration which was

quite as much a matter of determining his gen-

eral aptitude, personal history and habits as a

test of his exact knowledge. This answered the

purpose well when the number was small and

gradation not very rigid. But it seemed

desirable to have something more systematic;

and following the general example, Haverford
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adopted the certificate system. This seemed so

reasonable that it took some time to ascertain

its weaknesses. That a competent teacher who
had met the boy for years could give a more exact

estimate of his ability to do collegiate work than

could be ascertained by a single examination

conducted by a stranger appeared self-evident.

If the schools were properly selected and the

college officials passing on the certificates were

absolutely rigid there need be no weakness.

But school teachers can not always resist the

pressure to give certificates to unworthy appli-

cants, and college faculties in their desire for

numbers look too leniently on defects of prep-

aration, and Freshman Classes are weakened by
the presence of students who delay progress and

disappoint their better prepared brethren.

After a number of years of trial it was found

that discarded candidates of universities like

Princeton and Pennsylvania, which had their

systems of examinations, were coming to Haver-

ford on certificates from well-established pre-

paratory schools. Word was passed among
weak or lazy boys that Haverford entrance was
easy and that no hard work was needed to

satisfy the conditions. Schools which largely
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prepared for Haverford found that a certain

bracing up which came from the prospect of an

outside examination was lacking. Our reputa-

tion for scholarly work was suffering and the

progress of the classes after admission was

somewhat in jeopardy.

These considerations seemed conclusive. In

1899, after some two years' notice, all candidates

were examined and have been since. The result

immediately put new tone into schools which

were preparing our boys. The weaklings went

elsewhere. Some others were lost; for when a

boy applied for admission, we must tell him to

appear at the appointed time, and if he were

successful he would be accepted. How much

easier simply to present a paper and have the

Dean tell him he could come.^ All doubt was

dispelled and all necessity for further study

obviated. Of course many who would be thus

rejected might have made desirable students;

but the average quality of those who went

through the ordeal was improved. The first

class examined was not much more than half

its predecessor in numbers, but the continuance

of the plan ultimately gave us a better sort of

students. At present Haverford is the only
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college for men in Pennsylvania, and one of only

about six in the country which requires some

admission examinations of all candidates for a

degree; and from the loss of numbers she has

long since recovered. In recent years a system

of partial examinations on certain fundamental

subjects combined with a full school record has

been adopted.

We should have been very willing to have

reduced the number of subjects required for

entrance so as to receive our students one year

younger. But relations to schools prevented us

from making lower requirements than the old

endowed universities. It may very easily be

believed that an earlier graduation, especially

for professional students, would be good for

most men ; but the system is fixed by standard

requirements, and Haverford is too unimportant

to vary the rule.

One effect of more stringent entrance condi-

tions combined with improving opportunities

has been to reduce the losses throughout the

four years. Those prepared to enter upon full

work have been usually able to sustain them-

selves after admission. The elimination of the

lower ten per cent in scholarship has cut out
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perhaps seventy-five per cent of the troubles

due to low character, and dismissals have become

rare. Except when desiring technical courses

which Haverford did not offer, few indeed left

voluntarily. Sometimes not more than a dozen

students outside the Senior Class would fail to

return the succeeding year, and these losses

would often be made up by admissions to

advanced standing.

'"^^^ Better relations were growing up with the

students and the ideas of college loyalty and

responsibility for good internal conditions could

be appealed to with good prospects of a response.

The unnecessary restrictions of the past were

largely gone or going. A proposition for an

organized system of self-government had large

support and, though finally voted down as

unnecessary, the discussion showed a manly

sense of proper relations to government. Such

a movement could not be forced. It must

grow as the English Constitution has grown, to

fit each emergency as it arose "from precedent

to precedent." Minor questions were taken up

from time to time and sometimes temporary

organizations arose to consider and determine

matters like quiet in the Dormitory or Dining
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Room or the habits of some Httle group which

threatened demoralization. More often these

were done by private influence or by the Y. M.

C. A. So it worked out that without any

paper system of self-government the idea was

making headway and matters were ripening for

something more definite.

The Class of 1900 in its Freshman year made

the proposal to the faculty that it should have

sole charge of its semi-annual examinations.

The suggestion was received with much skepti-

cism and some positive opposition. But the trial

was not supposed to be dangerous even if it

failed, and the permission was granted. It did

not fail. Through their whole four years they

carried it through with spirit and success.

Partly because they had done this, the next

class voted not to do it, and were proctored

through their four years. Succeeding classes

voted with the pioneers and so the system grew

up as a class matter, each year settling the matter

for itself until it became such an established

custom that a vote seemed superfluous. Since

1901 there has been no officer present in these

examinations. There has at times been some-

thing to be desired in the matter of decorum,
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and cases of cheating have not been entirely

unknown. These have, with perhaps one excep-

tion, been sporadic and have been properly

treated by the class committee, which has also

of late managed the matter of noise and care-

less conduct. With all weaknesses, the elimina-

tion of fraud has been better attended to than

by official policing, and the development of the

idea of student honor has been worth all the

trouble.

I learned during these days that the ** honor

system" could not be forced on an unwilling

student body, nor could it be used to cover up

the defects of a weak administration of the dis-

cipline. It must be the result, as well as to some

extent the cause, of wholesome feelings already

existing. Then it will come of itself, or, better

still, will be needless. Nor does it relieve alto-

gether the strain on the official in charge. It is

perhaps quite as easy for a strong man to govern

by rule and influence as to manage with wisdom

the currents of public opinion in such a way as to

keep the machinery moving smoothly. Some-

times the tendency to severe penalties has to be

mollified, and sometimes the officers become

negligent and easy about taking up cases. But
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on the whole, until a college arrives at that

blissful state when it manages itself automat-

ically, it is better that a strong sense of

responsible democracy should reside among the

students.

v/ The problem of a small college differs greatly

from that of a large institution. At Haver-

ford, except for a few day-students, all lived

in the dormitories and took their meals in the

same dining hall, in which also a number of

college officers joined them. Without the over-

sight of a good boarding school there was some-

y,y thing of the same spirit of comradeship. A
little group of fast students might live their

lives in a university without affecting the

momentum of the whole body. Not so at

Haverford. Such a group would be known and

would be felt to be affecting college standards

and college reputation. Some pressure, dis-

ciplinary or social, must be brought to bear upon

them if these standards were to be maintained,

and no one would feel this more keenly than the

healthy loyal body of college mates. I have

known such a group narrowed down by influ-

ence upon weak allies till it became innocuous;

pressure brought to bear on dangerous leaders to
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induce them to leave the college; the loss of

respect following bad habits so impressed that

they were given up; and a whole-hearted and

sensible public spirit created which made un-

wholesome tendencies ashamed of themselves

and drove vice into secret corners.

In the development of this healthy communal

life athletics had a large part. Cricket still

retained the supremacy as the spring game, the

baseball agitation being often violent in winter

but dying when the season was reached. But

it was also evident that cricket was something

of an exotic and needed continual nurture by the

Alumni. This was supplied by the erection of

the cricket shed in 1893 where Freshmen totally

innocent of cricket knowledge were taught the

mysteries of handling the bat and, if at all

promising, the art of bowling; also they got the

spirit of the game from the English coach,

employed by the college since 1887, and the

English literature of the game.

But, most of all, the cricket enthusiasm was

fed by the English trips, the first one of which

was taken in 1896.

Some thirteen undergraduates of the past

year sailed to England after Commencement,
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and played games with a dozen public schools of

the class of Eton, Harrow, Rugby, Winchester

and Clifton, and the summer elevens of Oxford

and Cambridge Universities. They won about

half their games, but what they valued more

was their insight into English school life and their

hospitable reception wherever they went. They

came back trained and devoted cricketers. Of

course much preparation had to be made for

such a trip. The welcome was assured in

advance and the itinerary arranged. Money

was contributed for those unable to pay the

charges, and the whole Haverford community

read with eager interest the details of the games

as published in full in the Philadelphia papers.

This has been repeated about every four years

since and has had much to do with the con-

tinued popularity of the game at Haverford.

At home there were games with certain uni-

versities which kept up cricket as a minor

sport. Few of the great company who visited

the college during these years and sat through

the day under the maple trees which envelop

Cope Field will forget the inspiring scene when

Harvard or Pennsylvania in their white flannels

met our eleven, when their good play was impar-
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tially applauded, and when, whatever the result,

every participant and interested spectator felt

the glow of a fine game played among beautiful

surroundings in the true spirit of sport.

Cricket has fallen from its estate in popular

estimation. It is still kept up by the country

clubs of suburban Philadelphia which afford

opponents to our elevens, three of which are

usually on the fields at least once a week.

Whether baseball, which now has a foothold,

will crowd it out, or whether the enlarged

college will carry them both is still a problem;

but it has had a great history at Haverford and

is responsible for much sentiment for honorable

sport as well as happy memories.

Of course football was the fall game, the

series with various colleges always culminating

in an exciting match with Swarthmore. During

the first half of this decade we were regularly

rather ingloriously beaten by huge scores, but

in the last half we were, as we thought, glori-

ously victorious by small ones. The victory

counted for more than in cricket and the defeat

brought intense gloom. Whatever merits the

game had in itself, and they were many, its

attendant influences were not always whole-
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some. Charges of purchased players, of unfair

advantage over the rules, of brutahty and cheat-

ing, were made and beheved; and it is doubtful

whether good feeling between the two colleges

increased as a result. The sense of loyalty to

one's own college was quickened, and the

faculty, which entered heartily into the spirit of

the occasion and helped when it could, became

more closely united with the students as a

result. The intense excitement of the days

before the game was not favorable to study and

the hero worship of a great player was possibly

a false estimate of values. Yet one finds it

hard to condemn, however it is argued, the

great absorption in a strong contest, the long^

self-sacrificing training cheerfully borne, the

elimination of personal glory for the sake of the

team, the conscious effort to do the right thing

in the face of excitement, and the loyal support

by the non-playing students who as one man
cheered on the participants. A large university

can make more noise, but it is doubtful if it can

secure the united backing of every factor of

college life as can the smaller company where

every member feels the impulse and catches the

excitement and "does his bit."
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There was not any great growth in the num-

ber of students during the decade. The figures

were as follows:
Students Students

1887-88 87 1892-93. 92

1888-89 89 1893-94 95
1889-90 Ill 1894-95 98

1890-91 loi 1895-96 99
1891-92 102 1896-97 109

Nor was there any considerable development of

building. Chase Hall for recitations had been

erected in 1888 and Whitall Hall for mechanical

instruction in 1896. These were both relatively

small structures. The college had all it could

do to carry its expensive faculty, which every

year loaded it with additional debt. This must

be attended to before improvements, wisely said

the Board.

The endowment in 1889 amounted to $21 1,363.

Three years later gifts for professorships and the

library raised it to ^245,341 ; and here it re-

mained for several years. Before the Jacob P.

Jones endowment was received, it had risen to

^268,000. The college had then some 215 acres

of land, an inheritance from the past, of high

prospective value and well adapted to its work.

Its buildings had cost probably ^150,0x30. It
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was paying in salaries, about $30,000 to seven-

teen teachers. There were a Httle more than

one hundred students in the four undergraduate

classes. It is evident that no great expansion

had followed as the result of the first decade's

work of my colleagues and myself. Whatever

self-satisfaction we had was due to better

internal conditions of scholarship and student

relations and to our hopes for the future.



CHAPTER VII

Second Decade as President, 1897-1907

As with all colleges, the Library has been a

prominent feature in the life of Haverford. Its

beginning is foreshadowed in the first Managers'

report: "Sensible of the importance of provid-

ing the necessary facilities for the prosecution

of the studies of the institution, the Managers

have made as large an appropriation as the state

of their finances would permit for the purchas-

ing of a library and of physical apparatus.

The former will in a few weeks include almost

1,000 volumes, embracing nearly complete sets

of the Latin and Greek Classics and a number

of standard works, some of them scarce and of

great value, on mathematics and the kindred

sciences, philology, mental and moral philoso-

phy, with a small selection of general literature."

This little collection, evidently intended for

scholars rather than general readers, was housed

in a room in Founders Hall until the erection of

Alumni Hall thirty years later. In 1839 the

(130)
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Legislature of Pennsylvania appropriated to

such schools as Haverford a rather liberal

grant. Haverford's share was ^500 a year for

ten years. The whole payment, at least for

the first year, was expended in books and

philosophical apparatus.

There were only small investments in the suc-

ceeding years. But when Thomas Kimber, Jr.,

in 1 861, took in hand the new Alumni Hall for

Library and Lecture purposes, the interest in

the purchase and use of books revived. The
Managers say: "An early graduate of Haver-

ford having generously offered a large sum to

be applied to the erection of a building for the

library, and many of the Alumni and others hav-

ing liberally contributed to this object in con-

nection with a hall for the annual meetings of

the Association, a commodious house has been

erected adapted to both purposes. Encouraged

by this great act of liberality, a number of

Friends have together contributed the further

sum of ^10,000. The income of which is to be

applied to the increase of the library." Clement

L. Smith, afterwards Professor at Harvard, was

then librarian and under his care the books

were moved and arranged in the new building.
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By using the income of the Alumni fund and

some other money, and by gifts the books

increased in number yearly.

The Loganian, Atheneum and Everett socie-

ties had been supplying the deficiencies in gen-

eral literature, by creating libraries of their

own, of which they took jealous care, and for

which room was provided in the new building.

But when interest in these societies waned

they made the wise move, in 1888, of donating

their books to the college, and these volumes,

about 3,800 in number, became merged in the

main collection. In 1889, through the agency

of J. Rendel Harris, the college purchased the

theological and literary library of Professor

Baur of Leipsic, containing about 7,000 volumes

and many pamphlets. The purchases in gen-

eral have been scholarly in character, though an

attempt has been made to keep up the lists of

general reading started by the Hterary socie-

ties; fiction, however, prior to 1900 having

been largely excluded. The graduating class

of this year provided a liberal fund for standard

fiction.

In 1892 the Mary Farnum Brown Library

Fund was established by a donation of $20,000.
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This has been added to at various times until

it now amounts to over ^90,000. The income

only can be used for the purchase of books and

it is directed that one-fifth of this shall go into

the subject of Christian Knowledge. A course

of lectures is also provided out of this fund.

In 1910 the Library of William H. Jenks, a

unique collection of bound volumes of early

Quaker pamphlets, together with a fund of

^5,000 for its maintenance, was given to the

college; and in 1914 the Mary Wistar Brown

Williams Library Fund of $20,000 was founded,

the income to be used for the purchase of books

in Art, Literature and History. Altogether the

Library now has the income of some $125,000

applicable to its increase. Also a tract of land

near Philadelphia of unknown value recently

willed to the college for the purpose, will, when

sold, increase considerably the resources.

About $150 a year is now given to each

department of the college to be spent at the

discretion of its head, while the rest of the

income is appropriated by the Librarian and a

committee of the faculty to binding periodi-

cals and general purchases.

The Library now contains about 75,000 vol-
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umes and spends ^6,000 a year on books and

periodicals.

The request, for it could hardly be stated more

strongly, of Jacob P. Jones that the college

should spend a portion of the income to help,

as he courteously expressed it, "many deserv-

ing young men of slender patrimony," brought

up, in 1897, the whole question of scholarships.

Little money had been received for this special

purpose, and grants had been given out of the

funds of the college to such students as seemed

most needy and desirable. Now a general

scheme was devised which the Board sanctioned.

Out of deference to a small amount which had

been contributed for the purpose in early years

when none but Friends were admitted, two

scholarships of $200 each were restricted to

Friends. Isaiah V. Williamson had given

^20,000 for the purpose, part of which was for

a "free scholarship." It was decided that this

should mean ^400. The most striking feature

was the creation of sixteen scholarships of ^300

out of the income of the Jacob P. Jones fund

which should be strictly competitive. Four of

these were to be awarded to each class, to be

determined each year on the basis of the entrance
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examinations or those of the preceding year.

No sectarian or other conditions were to exist,

except that candidates should be in character

and conduct satisfactory to the faculty. These

scholarships granted in this way for twenty

years past have proven their advantages most

satisfactorily. They have brought to the col-

lege some of the best prepared boys of the

schools. They have maintained the stimulus

toward good work through the whole four

years. They have been certificates of merit so

that students in affluent circumstances have

been glad to have their names published in the

list, though in many cases they have returned

the money to the college for the use of others

of more "slender patrimony." Certain scholar-

ships of smaller amounts were also granted not

strictly on the competitive basis, but given

only to men who stood high on the marking list

and who also needed the aid. The scholar-

ships given to graduates of Friends' colleges

entering the Senior Class, one from each col-

lege, increased to six as new applicants pre-

sented. Some attempts were made to distri-

bute scholarships among preparatory schools,

the schools themselves nominating candidates.
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but this was given up on the ground that the

best men should win, come whence they might.

These scholarship students have often been

the best stuff at Haverford, not merely in their

intellectual rank and influence, but also in their

support of student activities and college ideals.

Whatever standing we have among universi-

ties to which our graduates have gone is largely

due to them. The competitive feature of the

grants is so important that the temptation to

give them for building up athletic teams is

abolished, yet many of the recipients find them-

selves the best athletes. This, however, is an

after result, not considered when the awards

are made.

In this country riches constitute a greater

bar to scholarship than poverty. The tempta-

tions to pleasure and comfort when they can be

easily secured lure a man away from the life

which "scorns delights and lives laborious days"

more surely than the obstacles of a slender

patrimony. When a young man who knows

that his financial future is secure takes a con-

sistently high place among his fellows in intel-

lectual pursuits he is deserving of every com-

mendation. Haverford has had at least its share
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of this sort. They have come from homes

where money has not been lacking, but where

it has been kept in its proper place; where good

books and good thinking have not been absent,

and where refinement and culture have become

hereditary; where spiritual interests have been

emphasized and character rather than social

distinctions been the goal of living. Such

young men have merged themselves with those

from poorer homes, content to take their places

democratically according to merit, but adding

certain elements of the highest value to college

life.

There was included in the announcement of

the scholarships a fellowship of ^500, to be held

by a Haverford graduate at any reputable

American or foreign university. This was at

first given annually by private donors, but in

1899 the reception of the Clementine Cope

Fellowship fund of ^25,000 enabled it to be

put on a permanent basis and also to make two

grants of $300 each to graduates who might

perform certain duties at Haverford as aid to

professors. The larger fellowship has usually

been utilized at Harvard University.

As had been hoped, the release from the neces-
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sity to make up deficits in the year's accounts

immediately brought additions to the material

resources of the college. The need for more

dormitory accommodations had been evident

for some time. Now the Board felt authorized

to sanction two sections of a new hall, each

containing eight students, at a cost of ^16,000.

In honor of Thomas Lloyd, the first deputy

governor of Pennsylvania, an Oxford graduate

and Quaker minister, who owned land in the

Welsh Tract in the immediate vicinity of the

college, it was called Lloyd Hall. It was opened

for use in the fall of 1899 and imm^ediately

filled by members of the Senior Class. It was a

two-story building with two suites of rooms to

a floor, each containing a large study and two

bedrooms. Such a building is capable of in-

definite extent as long as land holds out.

About the same time a movement was started

among the Alumni for a new Gymnasium. The

old one of hoary antiquity, as things went at

Haverford, was altogether inadequate. The

donors responded, the whole list of Haver-

fordians being organized, and about $52,000

was raised. Competitive plans were asked of
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architects; a lively struggle as to site was finally

compromised by placing it directly in front of

Founders Hall. It contained a main hall sixty

by ninety feet with a running track, reading

room, trophy room, swimming pool, lockers

and bowling alley. The corner-stone was laid

on Commencement Day of 1900.

In 1899 also was completed a large addition

to our library building, including the south

wing, costing ^20,000 and paid for by private

subscription. Alumni Hall still remained in

the center for public exercises.

Up to this time each hall had had its own heat-

ing apparatus. In the case of Founders Hall,

the ancient stoves in many rooms still per-

formed their service. In Barclay kerosene

lamps, cheap but dangerous, gave the lighting

at night. Now, with the increase of buildings,

these antiquated arrangements become obso-

lete. A temporary power-house south of the

new Gymnasium was built and boilers, engines

and dynamos were installed. Tunnels, which

were gradually extended as money was pro-

cured, were used to connect the system with

other buildings. Altogether an expense of

nearly ^50,000 was incurred for the work of
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installing a complete system of steam heat and

electric light for the institution. The perma-

nent building for the plant was not erected

until 1906.

In 1902 the foundations of Roberts Hall were

laid. This was a gift to the college as a memo-

rial to Charles Roberts, from his widow. He was

a member of the Class of '64, who had been from

1872 to 1902 a manager and much interested

friend of the college. He had assembled an auto-

graph collection of letters of noted men, one of

the finest in the country. The hall contained

fireproof rooms to house this collection, and also

the college offices and an auditorium with over

900 seats. The Commencement of 1903 was

held in this hall. The whole cost of building

and furnishing was about ^53,000. Another

subscription enabled the old Alumni Hall to be

furnished with cases and tables, thus giving up

the whole building to library purposes.

This year, 1903, also saw the conversion of

the old Grammar School building into a dormi-

tory. In 1885 we had been approached by

Alexander J. Cassatt, with the suggestion that

we should manage a preparatory school for boys

on our grounds, and ofi^ering on behalf of him-
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self and neighbors to supply the building. The

Board accepted the proposition. School was

immediately opened in a rented building near

the station, which a year later was moved into

the new structure on the college grounds. At

the start I acted as Head Master, but soon

turned over the task to Charles S. Crosman.

After a successful growth of some fifteen years,

in which, besides educating boys of the vicinity,

it sent a number into our Freshman Class, it

outgrew the original building and additions.

The college did not care to go into the business

of secondary education more extensively, and

the Head Master purchased an adjacent plot

of ground and severed his organic relationship

with the college. The old house was con-

verted into a dormitory under the name of

Merion Hall. A few years later the gym-

nasium of the school was treated in the same

way, the whole accommodating about forty

students.

Two years later the dining arrangements of

the college became the subject of considera-

tion. In the early days these had been in the

basement of Founders Hall. Later the dining

room had been moved to the first floor, but the
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space was now inadequate. A general subscrip-

tion was entered into for an extension of Found-

ers Hall northward to give a room for some 240

students, a kitchen, bakery, and other necessi-

ties of the department. We still held to the

idea that all students should have the same table

board, to be supplied by the college at a fixed

rate. On the whole this is satisfactory and

works in the interest of democratic feeling.

The objection is that the college rather than

private housekeepers becomes the target of the

inevitable student criticisms, but this has been

largely obviated by making the food and service

as nearly faultless as reasonable men would

expect. At the same time the students were

appealed to with some success to make the gen-

eral conduct as well befitting gentlemen as would

be found in a good hotel. The large room, with

portraits of honored worthies of the past on the

walls, with small tables, and special college

tableware, is an attractive feature. The total

cost was about $55,000.

Thus the second decade of my administra-

tion, through the kindness of the friends of the

college, brought a goodly addition to our mate-

rial resources.
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They may be summarized as follows

:

1899. Heating and lighting plant $50,000

1899. Two sections of Lloyd Hall 16,000

1899. Library Hall addition 20,000

1900. Gymnasium 52,000

1902. Roberts Hall 53,ooo

1903. Remodeling Merion Hall 18,000

1905. Dining Hall 55,ooo

These, with expenditures for professors*

houses and other smaller matters, brought up

the total for material improvements nearly or

quite to ^300,000. which had mainly been pro-

vided by donations.

The college now completed arrangements

with professors as to dwelling houses. The

large and well-planted grounds gave fine sites

for such dwellings, which sites were supplied

free of rent. The professor built his own house,

the plan being approved by the Board, with an

agreement that should he leave, the college

would purchase his equity at a fair amount not

exceeding a prearranged maximum. Thus his

rental became the interest on the money invested

and the college was relieved of all the burden-

some demands for repairs and improvements

which renters are proverbially presenting, to

the confusion and harassment of both parties.
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About a dozen cottages have been built on this

plan, and as many more directly by the college

and rented to officers and others.

Nor did the increase of endowment rest dur-

ing these years, as the following table will show

:

Productive endowment in

—

1896 $268,368 1902 $892,809

1897 564.406 1903 — 927,018

1898 714.929 1904 1,019,758

1899 734.241 1905 1.031.757

1900 819,261 1906 1,072,595

1901 878,978 1907 1,255.495

Much of this increase was due to the sale of

land for the Jacob P. Jones fund. But two

scholarship funds amounting to about ^15,000

and a fund of $10,000 for salaries were received

in 1897, the Clementine Cope Fellowship fund of

$25,000 and an increase of $10,000 in the endow-

ment of the Professorship of Chemistry in 1899.

A fund for Bible Study, Philosophy, etc., was

founded in 1900 and increased from time to time

until it amounts at present to $280,000. The

Ellen Wain fund of $10,000 came in 1900, the

Clementine Cope Endowment fund of $25,000

in 1904, the Thomas Shipley fund of $5,000

for lectures on English Literature in 1904, and
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the Elliston P. Morris fund of ^1,000 for prizes

in 1906.

The actual gains in college wealth during this

decade amounted to nearly one and a half

millions of dollars.

The student gain in numbers was not pro-

portionally great. There were in

—

Students Students

1897-98 Ill 1902-03 117

1898-99 117 1903-04 130

1899-00 121 1904-05 146

1900-01 121 1905-06 142

1901-02 125 1906-07 147

But as the entrance conditions were becom-

ing increasingly rigid and the standards of work

improving, the list was not discouraging.

The salary list during the same years increased

as follows:

1897-98 $30,600 1902-03 $41,150

1898-99 32^300 1903-04 42,59s

1899-00 34,450 1904-05 41*300

1900-01 36,400 1905-06 43»20o

1901-02 39,89s

We shall now turn to the internal conditions

of the college during this decade. In my report

to the Board in 1897 I suggested: "We have

now got out of the stage when riots and rebel-

10 •
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lions, malicious annoyances, interspersed with

faculty investigations, break up the regular

duties of the college. The danger to these

duties now is more likely to come from a good-

nature acquiescence in too many athletic and

social distractions to which we are tempted by

the prevailing good sense, good temper, and

gentlemanliness of the students."

This was probably written in a moment of

optimism, for while matters had passed out of

the school stage of discipline, troubles due to

the weakness of untried teachers and the per-

verseness of some students had not entirely

passed into history. Some classes still delighted

in making a tactless man suffer, but these

troubles were mostly transferred from the gen-

eral life of the community to a few class rooms.

There would occasionally also break out a

senseless outcry against harmony, as when a

little group loudly denounced *' bootlicking," so

that some timid youths were almost afraid to

be seen talking to a teacher lest they should be

charged with an attempt to find favor which

would result in better marks or other advan-

tages. The old spirit died hard, but it was

evidently going; and in the main my encourag-
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ing statement was true. Barclay Hall had been

the storm center of general disorder. One proc-

tor after another had taken the matter in hand,

succeeded for a while and ultimately found that

his presence was rather a provocative to than a

remedy for disorder, and had given it up. To

draw him out was the cause rather than the

cure of noise. The outbreak was generally

harmless, and probably should have been

neglected. But the college having undertaken

the task of quieting the hall at certain times in

the interest of study, it seemed desirable to

succeed. However, about 1904, the method was

changed. I made an announcement that no

officer was in the building for purposes of dis-

cipline, no one had any care of it except

myself, and I was not very competent; so we

proposed to let things take their course. There

was abundant noise for a few days, when the

older students took the matter in charge and

conditions have ever since been better.

In general the absence of restrictions on stu-

dent conduct outside the class rooms was lead-

ing to a development of responsibility for the

morals and discipline of the college, resulting

in the lessening of friction, the increase of
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faculty influence and more efficient govern-

ment.

The scholarly growth kept on apace. In

1904 the faculty added an additional language

to the scientific requirements, so that no one

could enter any regular course without an exam-

ination in two of the languages, Greek, Latin,

French and German. This was working against

the tendencies of the times, for the public

schools were crying for less rather than more

linguistic demands, and asking for admission

with but two units of foreign language. But

the need for a strong preliminary preparation

in the days when language knowledge came most

easily, and for the use of the modern tongues in

college work, seemed to dictate the change.

At the same time, to tone up the higher classes,

it was decided to require a grade of C for the

two upper years as a condition of graduation.

The conditions for entering as special students

were also made more difficult.

Haverford men had not held many high

political offices. The conditions in Pennsyl-

vania have not been favorable for the promo-

tion of men of independence and self-respect.

But our graduates have had large share in the
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promotion of non-partisan reform movements.

The Chairman of the Committee of One Hun-

dred of Philadelphia of 1881 and succeeding

years and a rather large proportion of its mem-
bers, a committee which for a few years elected

their candidates against the machine, were

Haverfordians. The same is true of the Com-
mittee of Seventy, organized in 1905, which

has done valuable work. In the neighboring

counties Haverford men have had influence in a

similar way. It had always been the custom

of several of us to talk the duty of practical

political action to the students, and to try to

lay down the methods by which an honest man
might succeed, not always in carrying elections

but in influencing the choice of candidates and

the principles and methods of action.

Hence when, in 1906, 1 was asked to be a can-

didate for the legislature in opposition to the

regular choice of the prevailing party, I made

the trial. The experience, for that is all I got

out of the campaign, was valuable, for it ena-

bled me to do some political work afterwards

on the fringe of active participation, to get

acquainted with political workers, to know

something of the methods which bring success,
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and to advise students accordingly. Such men

as we graduate are more likely to be useful in

this capacity as workers for good causes and

candidates than as candidates themselves. To

be efficient they must know the voters of their

district, county or state, the ways of making

their contests according to law and good moral-

ity, and thwarting illegal attempts of others,

and how to conduct themselves to win popu-

larity and respect.

The life of a scholar or professor is, however,

evidently more congenial to Haverfordians than

that of a politician, and the proportionate num-

ber who have succeeded in getting good posi-

tions in this line is probably unusual.

Since 1891 Thomas Wistar Brown had been

President of the Board of Managers. He had

been a member since 1853, but his interest in

the college seemed to remain in abeyance for a

long time. He was one of the group of five who

in the lean days about 1890 gave ^3,000 a year

each for deficits. From this time on, to what-

ever subscription was on foot, he made a large,

usually the largest, addition—gymnasium, sci-

ence equipment, dining hall, professors' salaries,

pension fund, deficits. But his main interests
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were of two sorts, the library and the teaching

of subjects which, as he thought, were vital to

human welfare, like the study of philosophical,

theological and social truth. It is unusual that

a man who had been in business since he was

sixteen years of age, should have expressed the

opinion that Greek and philosophy were the

important elements of a college curriculum.

While accepting the views of others that labora-

tories and scientific endowment were a neces-

sary part of college work, and aiding them as

opportunity came, his heart was not in them, and

when some educator proposed that there should

be a specialization of the colleges on certain sub-

jects he would have been willing to endorse the

idea and reduce scientific teaching to a minimum.

In the development of the library he has been

most helpful. The south wing was built at his

expense. To the main hall he was a large con-

tributor and the recent fireproof stack-room was

also his contribution. His fund for the pur-

chase of books now amounts to ^92,000. There

is no limitation on this expenditure except that

about ^500 a year must be spent for lectures on

Biblical, philosophical and kindred subjects,

which provision he wished construed very broadly,
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and that twenty per cent of the income should

be used for the purchase of books on the same

subjects.

On the basis of this the college has had such

lecture courses established. For a number of

years the lectures were elaborated into volumes

and Dr. Peabody of Harv^ard, Dr. Hyde of

Bowdoin, Dr. King of Oberlin, Justice Brewer

of the Supreme Court and others have pub-

lished them under the name of Haverford

Library Lectures. Recently, instead of a formal

course, the speakers have spent some time at

the college and entered into the religious and

intellectual life of the students, besides giving

addresses of a more spontaneous character.

In 1900 T. Wistar Brown began the creation

of his fund for teaching the subjects in which

he was most interested. This fund he added to

from time to time by handing his check to the

treasurer with a request that the fact should not

be mentioned. Even his associates on the

Board usually knew nothing of it until the

publication of the annual report. By these

additions it now amounts to about ^280,000, and

carries all the instruction in Biblical subjects,

philosophy and social work. In carrying out
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his complete intentions, a further extension of

this teaching came later.

His whole design was to carry over the reli-

gious spirit and teaching of the early days with-

out their sectarian limitations and to place

them on a broad intellectual plane of serious

thought, study and practice. The tone of

Haverford for many years to come will be modi-

fied by his life and aid.

Anyone knowing the history of the college

for some two score years prior to 1895 will never

forget his cousin, James Whitall, with whom he

was intimately associated. It was James Whit-

all's place to stand by the institution in its

darker days, which he did with never-failing

courage, wisdom and generosity. Their lives

were further cemented by the tragic drowning

of their two sons in Boston Harbor when they

were spending the Senior year at Harv^ard

after graduating together at Haverford in 1893.

Both the forward and the backward look at

the end of the second decade were more satis-

factory than at the end of the first.



CHAPTER VIII

The Third Decade as President,

1907-19 17

On several occasions I had endeavored to

impress on the Board the need of a Pension

Fund for retiring professors. In 1896 I out-

lined a plan by which professors could contribute

ten per cent or less of their salary, the college

could add yearly ten per cent of these amounts

and take care of the investment of the whole

with certain provisions for withdrawal and final

payment. This, it seemed to me, would solve

the double problem of making opportunity for

the investment of small sums and creating a

retiring allowance. I had noticed that some

wise men had yielded to the temptation of

promised large returns from invested funds or

other speculative offers. If they succeeded

they convinced themselves that they were great

financiers and plunged again. If not, their

thoughts were distracted from their duties.

My own experience had something to do with

these conclusions. It was also a question, when

(154)
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an elderly professor came to the proper age of

retirement and had no savings, whether he

should be retained to the disadvantage of the

college or a special effort should be made to

raise a fund for his maintenance, an effort

unpleasant for both parties.

While the Board did not oppose the sugges-

tion, they simply asked where their contribution

of ten per cent would come from; a question

which I could not answer.

Two years later I returned to the subject,

calling attention to the plans existing at a few

universities, and suggesting that as all our men

were comparatively young it could be entered

upon impersonally and give time for the funds

to accumulate. This had also apparently little

result.

In 1905-06 the Carnegie Foundation an-

nounced its plan granting full pensions under

certain conditions. This would place at a

disadvantage all colleges left out of the arrange-

ments. To enter into it the college must be

undenominational and must have a respectable

rank. By private correspondence with the

secretary I was satisfied that the second condi-

tion could be fulfilled. This conclusion was
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strengthened by the following extract from his

first annual report:

"One of the most striking of these policies is that

adopted by Haverford College. The income of

Haverford College is exceeded by the income of

about one hundred and fifteen colleges and uni-

versities in the United States and Canada, but only

eight of these one hundred and fifteen institutions

pay higher salaries to their professors. The least

rich of these eight has an income six times larger

than Haverford. That the policy of the college is to

concentrate its energies upon salaries rather than

equipment and other expenses can be seen also from

the following note, appended by the college authorities

to the answer returned to the inquiries of the founda-

tion: 'The expense of teaching is great: (i) because

this is an expensive suburb of Philadelphia, and rents

and wages are high; (2) because we have very few

men in lower grades, but professors teach lower as

well as upper classes; (3) because we want men of

human interests and character as well as scholarship,

and the choice is limited; (4) because we mean to

keep some men who would command high salaries

in the best universities.' In the light of this

announcement, by the college authorities, it is not

surprising that the faculty of Haverford is of very

high merit. It should be noted that this high average

of the Haverford professors does not mean good salaries

paid to some men at the expense of the income of

other men. The Haverford associate professor and

instructor hold the same relative financial position

among associate professors and instructors as the

Haverford full professors among full professors.

It is evident, also, that these high salaries do not
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mean the combination of what would be two salaries

elsewhere, and, therefore, an unusual burden of work

placed upon the Haverford teacher, for the proportion

of professors to students is one to eleven, and the

proportion of the entire instructing force to students

is one to seven. The entrance requirements of

Haverford are equal to those required by the largest

universities, and it is one of the thirteen colleges and

universities in the United States requiring fourteen

units or over for admission, that admits students to

the Freshman Class only by examination. Haverford

College is, therefore, apparently entitled to the

conspicuous credit of having placed before everything

else the consideration of its teachers."

The denominational feature as it existed

would be a difficulty according to the Carnegie

rules, but one readily removed. There was a

by-law adopted in early days, which however

could be voted down at any meeting of the corpo-

ration, requiring all its members from whom the

Board was chosen to be members of the Society

of Friends.

These two questions made clear, the matter

was again presented to the Board. Some were

in favor of making the change. Some did not

think it honest to accept the proposition unless

we were willing to place Friends in a minority

on the Board and become really undenomina-

tional. The President of the Board did not
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much believe in the system under any conditions,

but recognized the weight of the arguments.

He did not, however, approve of allowing a New
York corporation to have any hold on the policy

of Haverford, and thought that we had better

have our own pension fund. He afterwards was

the largest contributor. This view prevailed,

and, as often happened after such discussion, the

President of the college was authorized to

receive contributions for a Haverford College

Fund for Retiring Professors.

The actuary of the Carnegie Foundation and

one of our professors with actuarial tendencies,

were asked to estimate the amount necessary

to place us on safe footing. Each independ-

ently said ^150,000. Of this amount ^50,000

was contributed specially for the purpose, a

large bequest not limited as to expenditure was

added, and the rest was obtained from the sales

of land from the Jacob P. Jones Foundation.

As some seven years elapsed before there were

any drafts on the income, the fund increased

to ^200,000. Whether it will maintain a larger

list with greater salaries is uncertain. There is

certainly force in the argument of independence

from external vicissitudes which the Board felt.
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In the fall of 1908 came the seventy-fifth

birthday of Haverford, which was celebrated

with exercises lasting two days. President

Woodrow Wilson of Princeton, Professor Theo-

dore W. Richards of Harvard, a Haverford

graduate of 1885, and Dr. George Wharton

Pepper of the University of Pennsylvania, made

addresses. An evening banquet in the dining

room attended by about four hundred alumni

and friends was followed by other addresses of

notable character from college presidents. The

second day was more distinctly a Haverford

day with speeches by alumni, reminiscent and

prophetic, games and popular celebrations.

The occasion was used to attempt to complete

two funds, the pension fund as noted above, and

one for the erection of a science hall. In course

of time both came to pass.

It had been my duty in March of each year to

present to the Board a budget for the succeeding

college year. The income from the endowment

and a few other items were obtained from the

treasurer. The general receipts and expenses

at the college were estimated from the similar

items of preceding years and an aggregate sum

available for salaries was deduced. As with
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the increase of income this sum was also increas-

ing, it became possible to make frequent addi-

tions to many of the salaries. While these were

satisfactory to the recipients, the plan kept

everything open to a new arrangement each

year and seemed to imply the right of discharge

or reduction of salary whenever the President

and Board chose to exercise it.

In other colleges there had been unpleasant

features connected with the dismissal or at-

tempted dismissal of professors, and these it

seemed desirable to avoid.

There had in many places been transfers of

power and duties from boards of trustees to

the faculty. At Haverford in earlier days the

tradition was that the Board was all-powerful

and all-responsible and that the teachers were

employees rather than partners, somewhat

trusted but strictly subordinate. Matters of

discipline and many details of management had

been kept in the hands of the Board. This had

largely been done away and for a number of

years there had been nothing of which to com-

plain. But there seemed to be some lack of a

strict definition of the relative powers of Board,

President and Faculty. The matter had fre-
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quently been before both bodies and had been

discussed in a spirit of fairness, for no personal

case was at issue. It was agreed that no officer

ought to have absolute permanency, but that he

should, after proving his worth, be free from

sudden and unreasonable reductions or dis-

missals, and that, after a number of years, his

tenure should be undisturbed except for some

newly-developed moral or intellectual unfitness

for the place.

The following rules were finally agreed upon

in 191 5 as satisfactory:

"Unless otherwise specially arranged, the term of an

appointment of an instructor of Haverford College

shall be one year, of an assistant professor three

years, of an associate professor five years, and of a

professor indefinite, subject to the regulations of the

pension fund and the following clauses:

"No professor shall be discharged, and no associate

or assistant professor shall be discharged during his

term of appointment, except after a conference

between the Board and a committee of the faculty,

in which conference the officer shall have an oppor-

tunity to present the case.

"Unless an associate professor shall receive one

year's notice before the last Commencement Day of

his term of appointment, and an assistant professor

one-half year's notice, it shall be considered that he is

reappointed for a new term."

11
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While this does not give absolute security

against dismissal, it insures a hearing and

ample notice, and with the prospect of a pension

gives reasonable security for middle life and

after.

My own experience is that the faculty as a

whole is quite competent to come to sensible

decisions on any questions which are likely to

arise. Individually they are often warped by

their habits as students of a specialty, or lack of

experience along business lines of work, but the

tendency to make them trusted partners in all

college affairs except the care of the endowment

is entirely wholesome.

One of the great advantages possessed by

Haverford was a treasurer who gave his services

to the college, practically during my whole term

as President, and who, as President of one of

the large trust companies of Philadelphia, was

amply qualified to attend to all its financial

matters. No one has done more for less com-

pensation than he, and our security from loss

and our advantageous investments have been

due to his personal care and wise management.

The physical growth of the college did not

slacken.
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In 1909 the Haverford Union was built, the

gift of an alumnus of the Class of 1884. It was

primarily intended as a center for the Y. M. C. A.

and other religious activities of the college. In

addition it soon became a club room for a variety

of social and recreational features. As all the

students, except a score or less who lived at

home, had their private rooms in close vicinity,

there was less need than in other places. But

the well-furnished reading rooms, the small

lecture room and the room for billiards, found

plenty of users. Student receptions, evening

lectures to small groups, and other entertain-

ments now found a convenient lodging place

under regulations largely in the hands of the

students themselves.

The movement for a large Science Hall in

which the three subjects, chemistry, physics

and biology, should have ample equipment was

transferred to a less ambitious plan for a Chem-

ical Building alone. This was obtained by a

general subscription. The presence of a strong

professor holding the position since 1880 and

his care of the details of construction and

arrangement had much to do with the final

success. In 191 1 it was opened for use with an
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address by the Provost of the University of

Pennsylvania, himself a distinguished chemist.

The total cost was about ^57,000.

For a long time the needs of a hospital for

students had been keenly felt. Certain rooms

in Founders Hall had been reserved for invalids,

but these were in size and sanitation entirely

inadequate. The undergraduates themselves,

under the inspiration of the college doctor,

undertook this task and proposed to raise the

sum of ^15,000. Part of this was secured

when a solicitor approached John T. Morris

(Class of 1867) for a subscription. After some

consideration he proposed that the ^15,000 be

used for an endowment and that he would erect

the building.

In his careful hands this was worked out with

much study of the needs and appliances of such

an institution. Accommodations for doctor

and nurse, provision for contagious diseases, as

well as rooms large and small for patients, a

room for convalescents and a complete equipment

of all, he assumed with cheerful willingness. For

such purposes the Morris Infirmary leaves

nothing to be desired. It is a memorial.to his two

brothers, both in the past students of the college.
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New sections were added to Lloyd Hall.

Justus C. Strawbridge had for many years been

a most liberal friend of the college, especially in

its dark days. He left a bequest unconditioned

as to its application which, added to by his

family, gave us the more expensive corner

section. This was built in 191 3. Three years

later a member of the Class of 1886 added another

and a fifth was built the same year by the

subscriptions of a number of friends. To dis-

tinguish them three were named after Quaker

worthies of colonial times, Norris, Logan

and Kinsey sections, and the other two fromi

their donors, Strawbridge and Smith. When
completed the whole Lloyd Hall will include

eight or nine sections in the form of an L
in the northwest corner of the central college

domain.

The same member of 1886 gave us also in

1913 a spectators' stand for the athletic field.

In 1914 an addition to Chase Hall, our build-

ing for recitation purposes, containing four good

rooms, was built by subscriptions.

In 19 17 the sum of ^100,000 was raised to

supplement the laboratory arrangements by

providing a hall for Biology and Physics. The
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corner-stone was laid on Commencement Day,

1917, and the hall was generously but impru-

dently named for the retiring President.

These seem pretty well to round out the

strictly educational requirements in buildings

for some years to come. They have all been

planned to provide for a larger number of stu-

dents than two hundred. As the college grows,

more dormitories will be needed, but the President

ought to be able to transfer his attention to the

demands of the teaching force.

One of the pleasant features of these years was

the reception of gifts from previous classes.

College gateways, entrances to Founders Hall,

donations to the library, a grove of trees, a

clock, a decorative light stand, athletic fields

and other objects of use or beauty, besides

subscriptions to all the general funds under the

effective generalship of a member of the Class

of 1869 who knew every man's duty and saw

that he did it, kept us awake to the idea that the

old students had not forgotten us but meant to

be a real factor in college growth.

The buildings of the decade may then be

summarized as follows:
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1909. Haverford Union, costing $30,000*

1910. Chemical Laboratory, costing 57>ooo

191 1. Stack Room 12,000

1912. Morris Infirmary, costing 35,000*

1913. Section of Lloyd Hall, costing 16,000

1913. Spectators' Stand on Athletic Field, cost-

,; - ing 5,000

1914. Addition to Chase Hall, costing 9,000

1916. Two new sections to Lloyd Hall, costing . 24,000

1917. Science Hall, costing 110,000

The increase of endowment partly came from

the sales of land in West Philadelphia. But

other money also came in. A bequest of

^50,000 from Joseph E. Gillingham, with a hope

expressed that a portion of the income should

be used for scholarships, was received in 1907,

and one of ^5,000 the next year from Henry

Norris. Various funds were also received from

William P. Henszey and others in 1908 and

1909, which were merged into the Pension Fund

about the same time. A prize fund of ^2,000

came in 1908, one from an anonymous donor of

$12,000 for summer schools in 1909 and $5,000

from another for the library in 19 10. The

infirmary endowment of $15,000 was raised in

1911, another prize fund of $2,000 was received

in 1913, a library endowment of $20,000 in

* These figures are guesses. The donors never told the cost.
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1914, and the same year a fund of ^10,000 for

general expenses. In 1915 came the James R.

Magee bequest of ^10,000, one from EHzabeth

P. Smith of ^1,000 and one from Albert K.

Smiley of ^1,000; the next year a scholarship

fund of ^5,000 from a member of the Class of

1881, and a bequest from Charles S. Hinchman

of $10,000 for astronomical purposes.

The most striking additions to the resources

came during the year 1916-17. Gideon D.

Scull, who was a student at Haverford School

about 1843, had spent much of his later life in

London. His family had been friends and

benefactors of the college for a long time. His

two children died in 1916 and by their wills the

college receives bequests amounting to $150,000

to give instruction in English Constitutional

History. This is a large sum for a small college

to expend on this comparatively limited field,

but it enables us to add a valuable professor to

our list and amply supply him with material.

In April, 19 16, died the President of the

Board, Thomas Wistar Brown. A month

later a regular meeting of the Board was held

when the following appreciative minute was

passed

:
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"Thomas Wistar Brown became a member of the
Board of Managers of Haverford College in 1853 at
the age of twenty-seven. For sixty-three years he
has shown an increasing, and, of late years, an absorb-
ing interest in Haverford College. Since 1891 he
has been President of the Corporation and of the
Board.

"His benefactions to the college have amounted
to more than three-quarters of a million dollars. For
nearly every cause deemed wise by the managers he
has liberally subscribed. Many of his donations of
large amount have been paid quietly into the treasury
with the request that no public information should be
given even to members of the Board. This was
strikingly so in the case of the Moses Brown Fund for
a Graduate Course in Religious Study, notification of
which the Board has first received at this meeting.
"His great interest was in the teaching of Biblical

literature, philosophy and kindred subjects, and
threeof our valued teachers are practically sustained
by funds donated by him. But physical equipment,
scholarships and college deficits have also received
his generous attention.

"But with this liberality he has never attempted
to interfere unwisely in details. His conditions have
been easily met and never burdensome, because they
were drawn in the spirit of broad-minded scholarship.

"It is interesting to note that a man who has been
m business since he was sixteen years of age should
have had his main interest in the field of idealistic

culture rather than vocational or professional work,
and should have been always foremost in urging
Haverford to adhere to the lines of pure scholarship
and spiritual nurture.
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"He was a man of strong convictions but very tol-

erant of others; of bountiful generosity but within

no narrow bounds and governed by wisdom and a

sense of duty and responsibility; of great usefulness

but allowing the recipients of his help liberty of

action in administration; of simple, earnest, devout

piety borne out by a consistent life.

"We who have had the privilege of working with

him, appreciate his wise advice, his personal worth

and his Christian solicitude, and shall ever hold him

in affectionate remembrance."

It appeared for the first time that for ten

years past he had been paying to the treasurer

sums of money with injunctions of secrecy,

which had been faithfully kept so that no one

but the two knew it. Additions to the Library

fund amounted to about ^34,000, and another

fund of nearly ^400,000 was to be devoted to

giving graduate instruction as a continuation of

the work given to undergraduates, in "the

Bible, philosophy and kindred subjects," which

fund was to bear the name of his father, Moses

Brown. The development of this idea is still

to be worked out. Graduate instruction has not

been a part of the plans of the college. It is

known that a theological seminary was not the

purpose of the donor, but rather scholarly

courses for all sorts of people, laymen and
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religious workers, in subjects of great interest

and importance.

These two large donations placed a great

responsibility upon the Board and the President

in the selection of the right men. It was thought

best that I should visit England in search of

material. This was accomplished in the early

months of 1917 and with good credentials I had

the opportunity to see possible candidates in

Oxford, Cambridge, London, Birmingham and

Manchester. Several temporary or permanent

tentative arrangements were made, but war

conditions were such that it was undesirable

and perhaps impossible to make them imme-

diately effective. After a thorough search the

place in English History was offered to and

accepted by a professor of Cornell University.

The strengthening of the scholarship of the

faculty will ultimately prove to be the great

benefit of both these benefactions.

The attitude of the students to the college

discipline had grown through the stages of dis-

trust, indifference, good intentions, to positive

co-operation. Their sense of loyalty to college

interests and standards could always be appealed

to. Their relations to officers had become frank
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and friendly. Wrong doing, neglect of duty,

bad principles of thinking and acting were met

with reprobation. There was some bad living,

but it was not popular and generally hid its

head. There were some poor theories of life and

some low ideals of conduct, but they did not

touch the real collegiate spirit. There were

some who wasted their time, but hard work was

becoming more popular as well as more necessary

to promotion. The last few years of this time

it was a positive pleasure to solve, together with

the students, the problems of student conditions.

The college was far short of its ideals, and many
men lived lives below their possibilities, but the

kindly co-operation of all sections was making

the remedies sources of increased fraternity

rather than of faction and opposition.

In the fall of 191 5 I offered my resignation to

the Board, but they declined to accept it. By

mutual consent the matter was allowed to lie

over. A year later it was renewed with a

request that it should take effect on Commence-

ment Day, 1917. Dr. William Wistar Comfort,

a graduate of Haverford, 1894, a Ph.D. of Har-

vard, a student in foreign lands, for several

years in charge of French instruction at Haver-
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ford and since 1909 the head of the department

of Romance Languages at Cornell University,

was chosen as successor.

A recognition of the fact that age brings

limitations of ability to appreciate and solve

new problems (being in my sixty-ninth year),

that the college seemed to be in excellent condi-

tions for transference, combined with the hope

of doing some work of another sort, brought

about my resignation. The years of attention

to detail in every department of college labors,

as teacher, disciplinarian, farmer, hotel manager,

besides the more responsible duties of making

selections of teachers and creating conditions

favorable for the best work, also the attempt to

know and influence individual students, had

given an acquaintance with the problems of

every-day management and a habit of attending

to them which precluded most other activities.

While ample assistance had been provided of

late years in executive as well as other duties,

the continued responsibility could not be es-

caped. For the sake, therefore, both of the

college and myself, I laid down these responsi-

bilities with an easy mind.

The following table gives the number of stu-
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dents, the cost of salaries and the endowment

of the college each year of the decade:

Number of Salary
Students List Endowment

1907-08 143 $45,800 $1,280,839

1908-09 160 47>9So 1,388,298

1909-10 158 49,935 1,528,378

1910-11 150 54>oo7 1,631,466

I9II-I2 164 55,651 1,746,694

I9I2-I3 167 58,500 1,817,306

1913-14 176 59>i6o 1,976,940

1914-15 179 64,235 2,000,268

1915-16 186 65,980 2,517,482

1916-17 195 71,475 2,577,574



CHAPTER IX

Progressive Development as Shov^n from

Annual Reports, 1887-1917

It was expected that I should send in a report

once a year to the Board. Besides a statement

of the work and changes of the preceding year,

I took advantage of the opportunity to offer

certain suggestions for the future development

of the college and the policy on which it should

be conducted. Looking over them I find some

quite crude and off the track. But a selection

of them, while often duplicating what has

already been said, will show the Haverford idea

as it evolved.

A corps of teachers, talented, efficient and

harmonious, exerting a stimulating influence

on the students by its energy, knowl-

1888 edge, and progressive spirit, has been

the great acquisition of Haverford of

recent years. This corps has been secured at

no small expense of money and effort. Its work

(175)
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has already (and will still more in the immediate

future) produced results worth the cost.

Another effect of the enlargement of the

faculty is to bring upon us a demand for gradu-

ate instruction. A graduate feels he has not

exhausted the resources of his teachers. Three

of our last class of sixteen made application for

an additional year of tuition. One of these is

now taking advanced work in astronomy, one

in mathematics and one in chemistry. Our

work is mainly with undergraduates, and should

continue so; but in certain subjects in which we

may possess abundant scholarship and equip-

ment, a few graduate students could be received

to the advantage of themselves and the college.

The average cost of an education at Hav-

erford is not greater than at most other

eastern colleges, and the temptations to spend

money are much less. The college provides

all the necessaries of life at a cost fixed for all.

There are many advantages of this arrangement,

but it does not permit a student of limited means

to economize. Haverford every year loses many

desirable students because they cannot pay the

^500 demanded of them. College education

cannot be made cheap. The cost to the college
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of teaching each student (taking into account

salaries alone) is over ^300. The remaining

$200 of our charge does not pay the other neces-

sary expenses. So that, without greater means

than we possess, it is impossible to reduce the

charges for board and tuition. The cost of

teaching would not be materially increased if

we had a college of one hundred and fifty stu-

dents, but it is doubtful, with the present compe-

tition of established institutions, whether we

can immediately find one hundred and fifty

students able and willing to pay the ^500 and

other necessary expenses which Haverford

demands. It is a problem worthy of considera-

tion whether arrangements should be made

enabling such students as desired it to board

more cheaply than in the college.

The increase in the number of graduate stu-

dents is an interesting development. With the

exception of ofi^ering four fellowships,

1889 we have given no direct encouragement

to graduates to seek instruction here.

We have studiously refrained from advising

our Seniors to continue their work at Haverford,

preferring that they should come to an unpreju-
12
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diced choice. Knowing as well as they did our

resources in teachers and equipment, it is grati-

fying that so many of them elected to remain

with us. It is quite likely there will not be so

many in succeeding years. Very much depends

on the future prospects of the members of the

Senior Class. But the fact is evident, that

at least in some departments we are fitted to

give competent instruction to a few graduate

students.

The publication of the first and second num-

bers of the Haverford College Studies has been

accomplished during the past year. The first

number contains one hundred and sixty-two,

and the second seventy octavo pages. Five

of the officers contributed to the first, and

two to the second. The articles give the

original work of their authors, and are of a

high order of merit. The faculty is very solic-

itous that nothing cheap or merely popular

should find a place in these pages. The publica-

tion has been favorably noticed by reputable

journals, and, especially in the field of astron-

omy,* has brought us many valuable exchanges.

By binding separately the different papers, each

By Prof. F. P. Leavenworth.
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contributor has been enabled to distribute to

his fellow-laborers in the same field. It is to be

desired that the publication of future numbers

may be assured, as that of the past has been,

by financial contributions, as the sales will not

probably cover the expenses.

In the intercourse of the faculty with the

students, we are often impressed by the advan-

tages gained by the closeness of the existing

relations. All feel that being a "Haverfordian"

implies both pleasures and duties, and very

valuable parts of the student's education result

from the extra-official intercourse. Individual

help to students in our small and closely-allied

community is freely given, and the development

of character and of right habits of thinking and

living is often fostered.

An unfortunate friction between the two

lower classes has been manifested during

the year. This remnant of old cus-

1890 toms, we had hoped, would have disap-

peared from Haverford before this time.

Taking its origin in fagging, and continued on

account of an objectionable forwardness often

manifest in new students, its abuses far outweigh
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any benefits which have occasionally resulted

from it. That these advantages may be other-

wise secured, other colleges have abundantly

proved. It is often an unjustifiable invasion of

the personal and property rights of the student.

It intensifies class loyalty, which, while a good

thing in its place, ought always to be swallowed

up in a larger loyalty to the college as a whole,

a loyalty which applauds every good thing done

by a Haverfordian, whether professor or student,

sophomore or freshman, and which would defend

the rights of every one. As compared with

some other institutions, its manifestations have

been mild and no physical injury has resulted.

The most potent factor in stopping the practice

would be a positive adverse sentiment in the

upper classes.

It is well for us who are charged with the

administration of our important trust, to lift

ourselves occasionally above the details of

management, and consider the broad principles

which the founders and benefactors of the

college, our own sense of what is right, and the

reasonable demands of our patrons impose

upon us.

It is fortunate for us that there is no conflict
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between these three sources of guidance. The

foundations of Haverford were laid so broadly

and wisely that they not only commend them-

selves to our judgments and consciences but also

satisfy the solid requirements of the public.

The object we must work for is an institution

so completely equipped in every respect that

the conditions will be the most favorable possible

for the highest expansion of the physical, social,

intellectual, moral and spiritual development

of young men. It will be better to secure this

highest development to a moderate number

than sacrifice it to any extent in the ambition

to make a large college. Nevertheless, if we

can establish these conditions, the college will

grow steadily, and there is no necessary limit

to its size.

We want, therefore, to strain our resources to

the utmost to accomplish the object, always

looking at the quality of results first, and

quantity afterwards.

If a thoughtful parent were asked what he

desired such a college as ours to do for his son,

he would answer, that he desired for his body,

wholesome living and scientific development;

for his mind, sound knowledge, normal growth.
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and an inspiration that would last through life;

for his associates, earnest, honest young men,

of good manners and morals, who scorn all

deceit by whatever name it may be called; for

his instructors, wise and great-souled men, who

will be loved and respected, and by whose

influence he will be molded through all his life.

This ideal is something to work towards.

But, also, our college must retain its religious

basis. We must not relegate this to any secon-

dary place. While great wisdom is needed to

decide on the form in which it should express

itself, we must take practical measures to

encourage the substance. It is possible to have

a college very useful, and very fair externally,

which is wholly secular. I do not think Haver-

ford should ever be allowed to become, by

purpose or by drift, such a college.

In realizing this pervasive religious influence,

we are but slightly, if at all, hampered by the

simple forms of the Society of Friends, which

lend themselves readily to the attempt to make

religion spiritual rather than denominational.

Nevertheless, we have a double problem to

solve. In the first place, we should strengthen

the loyalty and usefulness to our Church of its
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own members who come under our influence,

impressing them with its spirit and beliefs. In

the second place, while not undermining the

convictions which attach others to other

churches, we must assist and deepen their

spiritual growth and their interest in the knowl-

edge of Christianity.

If one were to estimate the present intellectual

tendencies of the college, they would probably

be found to be toward literature,

1892 ancient and modern. This shows

itself in an increasing choice of elective

literary and linguistic courses, in an increased

use of the library, and the infusion of more

literary ideas into the conversation and reading

of the students. This is gratifying, and it

seems to be an addition to rather than to any

great extent a substitution for the scientific

work of the college.

The question of discipline is one which has

concerned Haverford College since its founda-

tion. A high state of morals and of

1893 decorum has always been felt to be

indispensable, and so far, at least, as

the former is concerned, has nearly always been
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obtained. This desirable result in early times

was secured by the operation of stringent rules

regulating the actions of the students. No one

connected with the management would wish to

do away with anything necessary to secure the

highest possible standard. But in recent times

a gradual loosening of these restraints has been

consistently attempted. Scarcely a year has

passed without taking away some restrictions,

until now but little remains except required

regular attendance upon college exercises,

including recitations and lectures, meetings and

evening collections. At the same time a

careful watch has been maintained to detect

any deterioration in the normal state of the

college. No one acquainted with our inner

history during this time will, I am quite

sure, feel any discouragement as to the

results.

The factors which have been contributed to

stem any looseness which might possibly have

resulted, have been an increased willingness of

the students to exercise self-control, an increased

feeling of responsibility on the part of the

officers to exercise influence, a more active

religious sentiment permeating largely among
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the students, and an increased interest in

physical exercise and games.

During the past year I asked the opinion of

the Senior Class as to the advisability of attempt-

ing the establishment of a self-governing asso-

ciation among the students. After a careful

consideration their judgment was against making

the attempt. Of this judgment I do not disap-

prove. It is questionable whether in a small

college the machinery of such an organization

would not be too bulky for success, whether the

labor of keeping it in good order would not be

greater than the labor of enforcing the mild

discipline now in operation. It is a subject on

which only a rash man will venture to prophesy,

but it is safe to say that at present a most satis-

factory feeling exists, and various events of the

past year encourage us to believe that a better

day has dawned in which officers and students

will work together for a common purpose. I

believe that Haverford is as "safe" a place to

send a student as at any time in its history, and

the opportunities for independent moral develop-

ment are greater than have usually existed. I

am, therefore, somewhat lukewarm in the matter

of disturbing present arrangements, but am
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quite willing to make the attempt of organized

self-government whenever the best sentiment

of the students demands it.

The Board does not need any confirmation of

the principle underlying Haverford government

that responsibility for the student-life

1894 is not confined to the class room alone.

If it did, such confirmation could

readily be found in the trend of tendencies in

our larger universities. That young men of

from seventeen to twenty-two are better off

without either imposed restrictions on their

lives or the influence of older and stronger men,

is a theory which can hardly be permanent in

college government. And yet it has often been

advocated as among the advantages of the large

institutions. Too many young men have gone

to destruction in the process, too many dwarfed

lives have resulted from the unnatural conditions

of existence, to make it tenable or satisfactory

in practice. It is not to be wondered at, there-

fore, that the opposite arguments are beginning

to assert themselves. In an article in the current

number of Harvard Graduates' Magazine^ the

late secretary of the university, after showing
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the unsatisfactory nature of present arrange-

ments at Harvard, by which students are often

practically strangers to each other and to the

officers, suggests the division of Harvard College

into several smaller colleges or divisions so

arranged that the administrative officers shall

come more closely in contact with the students.

He says: *'In the present state of affairs the

college is imperfectly governed, and student

life is stunted and distorted. If, by the forma-

tion of several colleges where there is now one,

it became possible not only to govern students

more successfully, but to encourage their natural

grouping in dormitories and around congenial

dining tables, welcome gain would be made for

the present, and a grave danger removed from

the path of the future .... Buildings would

take a form suitable to the joint accommodations

of students and a professor's family; the dining

hall might form a part of the structure, and a

common room for study, reading or social

meeting might break the barrack-like monotony

of the dormitory of today."

In the opening address of Provost Harrison

of the University of Pennsylvania, made a few

days ago, the point most of all emphasized was
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the desirability of making provision for the

"whole twenty-four hours of every day," and

a students' hall will shortly be opened there,

designed to supply, as much as may be, the

lack of anything like home life in a great day-

university.

There is no reason to suppose that these two

universities differ for the worse in these respects

with others of their kind, but the lack which

exists in all of them ought to be of value to us

in showing that Haverford, in encouraging the

close community of professor and student,

and the tendency toward the conditions existing

in a good home, is in accord with the best trend

of ideas concerning college life. It should also

place us on the alert to strengthen and con-

solidate this feature whenever opportunity

offers; and here again the building suggested

for the Young Men's Christian Association

might have its beneficent features.

The problem of discipline at Haverford is

rather a difficult one. Our constituency rightly

demands the best state of morals and the best

mass of influence attainable in college manage-

ment. Yet these conditions must be secured

without unwholesome restrictions on the life
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of students. Our experience points to the fact

that the good standard can be measurably

maintained, thanks to the home training our

students receive, better by the exertion of influ-

ence than the enforcement of regulations. In

all matters relating to regularity and prompti-

tude of attendance at college appointments

the faculty desires to be stringent, and regula-

tions to cultivate these virtues have been

strengthened during the past year.

If one were to be asked what were the agencies

that made a Haverfordian different from a

graduate of other colleges, that created

1895 the spirit which is manifest in any

group of Haverford alumni, he would

find it difficult to analyze the problem thus

suggested. But there are certain factors which

exert their combined influences, and it is this

combination, rather than the exclusive presence

of any one, which probably is the governing

cause. It is something to have come from so

good homes as our students do. It is something

to have lived four college years on this lawn, as

three-fourths of them do. It is something that

the college game is cricket, with its gentlemanly
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recognition of the rights of others, rather than

football or baseball. It is something that the

intellectual life of the college is molded on

culture rather than on technique. It is much

that the professors and students try to be frank

and fair in their mutual intercourse, and in

their recognition of each other's wishes and

feelings; that whatever goes on is a matter of

interest to all; that we are so measurably free

from cliques and social distinctions; and that

Haverford again and again points out to her

students the obligations and conditions of

Christian living.

We demand many qualities of our teachers,

social and moral as well as intellectual. It is

necessary that they should take kindly

1896 to the special atmosphere of our

college, and work in harmony with

existing conditions. We should demand of

them their best energies for the college, and,

within reasonable limits, that whatever labor

will benefit their departments be given ungrudg-

ingly and without reference to any prearranged

contract. Especially in the case of resident

officers whose positions are fairly permanent.
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it is desirable that they should manage their

work as if it were their own private business,

putting forth whatever effort is necessary to

make it succeed. I should prefer that such

officers should be engaged on this basis in the

future, and not on the basis of so many hours

per week of recitations. Haverford College

should expect, and has in the main received,

loyal devotion to its best interests, and not so

much goods for so much money. This implies

also the correlative obligation to reward such

officers in proportion to their general value,

and we should, I think, use every opportunity

to enlarge our resources for the payment of

salaries.

I think the time has come when we must

either largely increase the teaching force here,

or decline, except, perhaps, in one or two

departments, to receive students outside of the

four established classes. The second alternative

seems the only possible one at the present time,

and I would advise its adoption, to take effect

at the close of the present year. The only

serious disadvantage resulting from this would

be the possible severence of our relations with

the Western Friends' colleges. These relations
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have been of advantage to us. The young men

who have come to us from them have been of

high moral and intellectual character, and have

exerted upon us an influence varying in extent

with the personality, but always good. Their

influence after leaving has tended toward the

increase of fraternal feeling among the Friends

who support them. They have been bearers

first from the West to the East, and then from

the East to the West, of the message of unity of

feeling, combined with some diversity of method

existing in the two sections. The result

of this has been nearer approach to real fraternity

among the college constituencies than elsewhere

in the Society.

It is undesirable to break this off. Should the

graduate department be abandoned we might

extend to the same colleges and to Guilford

College, N. C, scholarships tenable in our

Senior Class. This would, at first sight, seem to

be an assumption of a year's superiority of

standard on the part of Haverford. A full

understanding of the conditions would remove

this idea. It would be possible for a graduate

of Haverford College to return for three years

and find new work all the time. The large list
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of electives offered would insure advanced work

in many subjects, no matter what achievements

the students might have made elsewhere.

Indeed, many graduates have in the past taken

a large part of their work with our undergrad-

uate students.

There is no question more important to the

future welfare of Haverford College than the

maintenance of an efficient, sympa-

1897 thetic, and hard-working faculty.

Among the younger members there

may be frequent changes. But there ought to

be a number occupying the more responsible

positions, whose tenure of office will be reason-

ably secure, and who will be placed under

conditions which will ensure their main current

of thought and effort moving continuously in

the direction of the best interests of the college.

The admission of students on certificates

ceases with the present autumn. While this

system has many advantages, the

1898 refusal of leading colleges to adopt it

had thrown around it an atmosphere

of cheapness, which, whether deserved or not,

acts against the credit of an institution prac-

13
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ticing it. The change may cause the loss of

some students who would otherwise come to us,

but, in the long run, the reputation of our

college will probably be enhanced. It is our

intention to take great pains to make entrance

examinations fairly test average attainments,

and not to make them extremely difficult.

At the suggestion of the Executive Committee

I have prepared a topographical map of the

grounds surrounding the buildings, indicating

possible locations of such new structures as we

will probably need in the near future. These

embrace: (i) A heating and lighting plant in

the hollow near the farm house; (2) An educa-

tional building containing lecture and recitation

rooms and laboratories; (3) A building for

gymnastic and general recreation purposes.

(These two might find sites south of Founders

Hall along the drive leading to the football

field.) (4) A lecture hall for public purposes,

north of Barclay Hall; and (5) A dormitory

building for which one of several sites might

be available. The locations should be chosen

so as not to crowd the grounds or destroy

valuable trees, and the architecture should

harmonize with our leafy surroundings.
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It will be unfortunate if we shall not be able,

at a very early date, to enter upon the enlarge-

ment of our accommodations. We are now

crowded in every quarter, and further growth is

practically impossible. While it may not be our

policy to encourage large numbers at Haverford,

our restrictions to twenty and twenty students

would probably be a serious disadvantage.

Indeed, with our present numbers, accom-

modations are inadequate for the best work

in several departments.

To add to our number of students the only '/ "^

way available for us which is likely to produce
;

results is to allow the reputation of the college

for good work to spread itself through the;

graduates and students. Direct advertising is]

probably of little use. Almost all the increase

of recent years may be easily traced to the

influence of those who can honestly say that

Haverford gives what it professes to give, that

the good morality, intellectual spirit, and

wholesome physical conditions of the college

are not vain words. For any future growth I

am sure we must depend on the same agencies,

which are likely to be increasingly effective;

and on our part we must maintain an insti-
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tution which will justify the claims of our

friends.

A faculty of men of high repute and character

is the only thing which can save a small college.

The tendency is, in our country, to the

189Q patronage of the state universities of

the West and the large endowed uni-

versities of the East. The best of the small

colleges will have an assured future and the

others, in fact, if not in name, will become high

schools. If we could place and keep at the head

of the important departments of Haverford

men who are the peers of the best scholars of the

world, and are, at the same time, men of the

moral type which we have striven for in the past,

the future of our college as an institution of high

grade and good reputation will be assured.

Haverford could then be a great small college.

Such a college is one of not more than three

hundred students, with about thirty teachers,

a library of fifty thousand or more volumes, and

comfortable, appropriate, and well-equipped

buildings in which to do its work. This is not

too large for personal acquaintance, and is

large enough for associations of sympathetic
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laborers. Large salaries for the important

professors and a congenial atmosphere for work

which will make reasonable men satisfied are

indispensable requisites. A half million dollars

to found five professorships would give Haver-

ford an undoubted place in the front rank of

her class, and, without professors of this char-

acter, nothing else will do it.

An inquiry into the amount of work done for

their colleges by the professors of other institu-

tions leads me to the belief that Haver-

1900 ford exacts less than almost any other

college. In large universities the

number of lecture hours per week may be less

than with us, but there is much more executive

faculty work to be done, and the large classes

require great inroads upon the time of the pro-

fessor in examining papers and correcting theses

for their hundreds of students. In small colleges

it is not unusual for one officer to have eighteen

or twenty or even more hours of recitation per

week. The number at Haverford is from ten to

fourteen, and the classes are generally small.

The real labor involved will vary with the kind

of instruction given, and cannot be accurately
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measured by hours per week. A course in ele-

mentary language or mathematics will demand

of the experienced teacher but little preparation,

while an elective course in advanced science or

literature may properly require hours of intro-

ductory study. Laboratory work also claims

much time from the professor. As, therefore,

the college makes such light demands upon its

professors, and places around them such satis-

factory conditions, it feels that it can properly

appeal to them for support in a general way in

advancing prosperity, in preserving its standards,

and in making for it and themselves a satis-

factory reputation by publications of value.

That the last point has not been neglected is

evidenced by the list of publications annexed to

this report.

The expense of teaching a student at Haver-

ford is probably greater than in any other college

in the United States. If we divide

1901 the total salary list by the number of

students we find that the instruction

to each student costs three hundred and twenty-

five dollars. At Harvard the corresponding

cost seems to be about one hundred and eighty-
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five dollars; at Yale, Amherst, Williams, Prince-

ton and Cornell about one hundred and fifty

dollars; at Swarthmore about two hundred and

seventeen dollars, and in many places it does

not exceed one hundred dollars. From the

point of view of the student this ought to be

extremely satisfactory. From the point of view

of the college, it may be questioned whether it

is not, to a certain extent, unnecessarily liberal.

The cause of it is two fold—good salaries and

small numbers. It is impossible to secure the

instruction which the standard of Haverford

demands without the employment of professors

of high grade, and, in general, there is not enough

work to justify the engagement of more than

one teacher in a department.

It is a question of interest to what extent we

could increase the numbers at Haverford Vv^ithout

losing any of its distinctive advantages, and, at

the same time, gain the benefit of more econom-

ical instruction and administration. The

maximum size of a class for efficient work, in all

except subjects which admit of the lecture

system, is about thirty; in some courses it

probably should not exceed twenty. If we had

two hundred students in the college, and all the
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classes were proportionately increased, it would

be necessary, therefore, to make sub-divisions

of classes in certain subjects. Owing, however,

to the separation of different courses from each

other, and, more particularly, the division of

our students resulting from our large elective

system, the great majority of our classes could

be doubled without disadvantage resulting.

The average size of the elective classes at Haver-

ford last year was only about nine and one-half,

and, of the total number, there were only seven

classes which could not be comfortably doubled

in size. In the lower classes, before election

begins, all of the courses involving the whole

class would have to be taught in sections. But

the total increase in teaching could probably

be arranged for by the addition of two or three

men to the faculty. It is evident, therefore, that

a very large economy would result from increasing

the number of students. There is a point, how-

ever, beyond which it would not be desirable to go.

The advantages of mutual acquaintanceship at

small colleges are many and potential, and the

economy of administration would not increase

indefinitely with the numbers. At present we

have a teaching force, which, with very slight
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additions, would be equally as good for two

hundred students as for one hundred and twenty-

five, while the larger income which would accrue

to the college from this addition of stu-

dents would enable us to undertake many

improvements.

• -

The description of Haverford given by its

friends would probably be "a small, high-grade,

denominational college." The first

1902 adjective expresses a fact—a fact

which will broaden by time, but, as

compared with the great universities of the

country, will always be true. The second

expresses both a fact and an aspiration—a fact

when we consider the quality of its teaching

staff and the standard of its students in scholar-

ship and morals, and an aspiration to still

further emphasize these in the future. The

third—denominational—will have a somewhat

changing meaning with the expanding thought

of the times. We cannot escape, and we would

not if we could, the duty we owe to the denom-

ination whose money and support have sustained

Haverford from the beginning. To develop

loyalty, intelligent comprehension of Friendly
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truths, and zealous advocacy of Friendly actions

and methods among Friendly students should

still be our pleasure and our duty. But here

we may stop. I do not know of a dollar of

money having been given, or an expression of a

wish by any official of Haverford having been

made, looking towards the intrusion of Quaker-

ism upon the non-Quaker part of our student

body. It is no part of our duty to make Hav-

erford an instrument for proselyting. Our

religious forms are so simple that they cannot

and do not offend any. Upon equal grounds as

to charges, duties and requirements of discipline

we meet all denominations and all habits of

thought and religious activity. But little is

said or known among the students themselves

of denominational proclivities.

A first-class college has been defined as one

where students can receive at least three years

of progressive teaching in all the impor-

1903 tant subjects, ending with a year of

really advanced work. Haverford can

satisfy this definition in Latin, Greek, German,

French, English, Mathematics, Chemistry and

Biology. In Philosophy and Economics she
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cannot satisfy it because these studies do not

begin till the Junior year. She cannot in History

because the courses are disconnected and not

progressive, nor in Physics because present con-

ditions do not make provision for advanced

work. This classification shows the weaker

places in our arrangements. Our faculty is

unusually strong and expensive for a small

college, but to make it equally effective in all

parts, certain additions and substitutions would

have to be made. In the present state of our

finances this is impossible. The amount now

paid for salaries, about ^41,000, cannot be

increased, and we shall be compelled to be

satisfied with holding our own.

This brings us to the great present need of

the college. A good science hall would com-

fortably complete our list of necessary buildings;

but buildings, while essential, are costly to

maintain and make all the more important the

increase of the funds which can be utilized for

the general support of the college. Such

general funds could, with perhaps the greatest

satisfaction, take the form of endowments to

establish professorships or maintain depart-

ments. The Professorships of Chemistry and
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Biology and the Department of Biblical Study

are thus endowed, but the long list of other

officers is paid from the general income of the

college. The salaries of the best men in the

best institutions are increasing and the rate of

interest on money invested is decreasing. Hence

larger endowments than of old are necessary.

The income of one hundred thousand dollars

is none too much to pay a professor and supply

him with books. A few professorships on this

basis would not only furnish the best possible

instruction but would favorably affect the

college in the eye of the discriminating public

as nothing else would, for they would show that

we propose to keep the important matter of

instruction on a high plane.

The athletic activities in many places are

taking a very strenuous form. To win victories

is the motive power. To gain health, recreation

or physical development has become subsidiary.

The testimony seems to be abundant that the

teams of some of our educational institutions

contain hired players, who may also be, inci-

dentally, good students and estimable men;

that the instruction of the coaches is often

devoted to the means of outwitting an official
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or disabling an opponent, and that spectators

are educated in applauding and justifying an

indefensible play which wins points for their side.

It is the duty of all lovers of good play to

make their influence felt against these tendencies.

If college authorities are in close touch with the

students and understand the situation, their

voices will be heeded when they preach righteous-

ness and the true spirit of sport. The fatal

error is to withdraw from participation in such

things on the ground that the problem is hopeless.

It is not hopeless, as our experience and our

practice show. "He is a rash President," said

one of our large university presidents to another,

"who speaks confidently of the purity of his

football team." With this caution in mind, I

venture to assure our Board and patrons that,

at the present time, no student at Haverford is

receiving one dollar of aid because he is a player;

that no hired coach gives instruction on the

football field, and that fair play and generous

treatment of opponents are the prevailing

sentiments of the college.

As will be noticed by the appended list of

faculty publications, many of our officers find
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time for valuable investigations or writings

which are not strictly a part of their

1905 prescribed duties. Their services are

more helpful to the college as a

result of this work, if it is kept within proper

bounds. Regular attendance at lectures and

other college appointment is, of course, a neces-

sity. The small number of our students in

proportion to the number of teachers, gives them

the opportunity, also, for much more individual

instruction and influence than is possible in

larger institutions. This is one of the chief

advantages of Haverford and must not be lost.

But, in addition, the aggressive and scholarly

man will find much to do in the continued study

of his subject, the writing of the results of his

studies in scientific publications, the compiling

of text-books, and of popular articles. Many

thousand volumes of certain Haverford text-

books are now in use in the United States, and

certain of our professors are recognized as being

among the first men in their special subjects in

this country and beyond its borders.

The suggestion having been made that no

portrait of William Penn had been placed on the
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walls of his old college, Christ Church at

Oxford, among its other distinguished

1909 sons, some of our friends interested

themselves in the matter. An excel-

lent copy of the ** portrait in armor," supposed

to be the only authentic one, by the kind

permission of the Pennsylvania Historical So-

ciety, was made, taken to Oxford by a repre-

sentative of Haverford and formally presented

and accepted. The following correspondence

accompanied the presentation.

July 23, 1909.

To the Governing Board of Christ Churchy Oxford.

Gentlemen:—On behalf of the Board of Managers

of Haverford College, Pennsylvania, I write to ask

that you will do us the favor to accept a portrait of

William Penn. As residents of the state which he

founded and as members of the religious body of

which he was a distinguished leader, it gives us great

pleasure to have this opportunity. He tells us that

at Christ Church, in 1661, he had "an opening of joy

towards these parts" which "opening" he afterwards

developed into his "Holy Experiment."

We trust that you will find the portrait, which is a

copy of the only known authentic one, worthy of a

place in your historic halls.

Henry Cope, Esq., a graduate of Haverford College,

will see that it is safely placed in your hands.

Faithfully yours,

Isaac Sharpless,

President.
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2 October, 1909.

The President^

Haverford College, Pennsylvania.

Dear Sir:—^The Governing Body of Christ Church,

at their meeting yesterday, desired me to convey

to the Board of Managers of Haverford College and

to yourself their most hearty thanks for your gen-

erosity in presenting to them the portrait of one of

our most notable alumni, William Penn. They will

value the portrait for many reasons—and especially

for the mark of friendship which it betokens between

them and their kinsmen across the water,—a friend-

ship which is strengthened by the possession of a

common heritage from the past.

They have not yet decided on the place which it is

to occupy on our walls. At present it is placed on an

easel in the center of the hall, where many American

visitors have seen it, and, as letters to members of

Christ Church indicate, have greatly admired it.

We hope before long to have it hung in a place and

manner worthy of it.

I am, dear sir,

Yours very faithfully,

Claude H. Blagden,

Secretary.

The faculty has adopted various regulations

which are intended to demand more exacting

and continuous work from the students.

1910 These have had a double effect. Many
have responded, and some have given

up the problem. All such regulations, if wisely
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enforced, will probably increase the permanent

prosperity of the college, though the immediate

result may be the loss of some students.

If we can continually improve our scholarship

and the vigor of the character which we develop

among our students, the Haverford problem

will be easily solved. The proper place and

function of the college becomes more distinct

and certain as the work goes on.

We must have for an aim to encourage the

growth among a limited number of young men,

of vigorous bodies, scholarly minds, strong

characters and a real religious experience.

The "Progressive movement" has invaded

education. At a recent meeting of the High

School Section of the National Educa-

1912 tion Association, a definite plan was

formulated and presented to the

colleges. This involves serious changes in the

requirements for admission to college. Prac-

tically the high schools ask that any subject

they choose to teach shall be accepted by the

colleges as satisfactory. Such matters as the

manual and mechanic arts, household science

and commercial subjects are specially mentioned.

14
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To make room for them, foreign languages may
be reduced to two years' study of one modern

language or in some cases omitted altogether.

In certain contingencies no mathematics is to

be required. The argument is that many

students of the public schools, either from

intellectual limitations or the exigencies of early

life, are deprived of the advantage of studying

the college subjects till too late to make the

necessary preparations, and hence their ambition

is checked and their opportunities lost. If

every student who successfully completes a

four years' high school course would thereby be

admitted to college, many a boy and girl would

find a way to get there.

The attitude toward this demand has been

varied. Some colleges, like Cornell and Chicago,

have partially yielded, accepting such students

on probation. Most of the older ones have

not as yet modified their standards. The result

will probably be that two sorts of colleges will

develop. There will be some which will recog-

nize this popular "vocational" demand and

will introduce courses where these subjects may

be continued. There will be others which will

consider, as in the past, the disciplinary and
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cultural value of studies and their relation to

college work and will refuse to modify seriously

the present conditions. They will feel that to

make scholars it will be necessary to have the

proper foundation, and that the failure to have

acquired a fair amount of linguistic and scientific

attainment in school is almost fatal to high

scholarship in the college. It would mean,

however, that elementary subjects would have

to be taken up after admission and the work in

the ** practical" subjects would be useless in

this relation.

Haverford is likely to adhere to the idea that

a boy upon entrance is better off with Latin

and mathematics for effective college work than

with bookkeeping and manual training. If

other colleges choose to think otherwise they

will be performing a useful work in harmony

with present American demands, and need

receive no criticism ; but it is hardly our function.

Our primary duty is to preserve the standards

and quality of our graduates as men and

scholars, and we shall have plenty of patronage

to satisfy our modest demand from those who
want our instruction. We believe that our

graduates, even when tested by the standards
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of "practical" ability and efficiency, will justify

our course.

Haverford has no intention to establish a

school of theology as ordinarily understood.

But with our courses in the Bible, and

1913 in philosophy, history, languages and

economics, to which may be added

this new branch of sociology, all taught by men
of reverence and scholarship, there may readily

be such scholastic inducements offered as would

attract men who, though not wishing to be

professional preachers, still desire their lives to

count seriously in Christian work of some kind.

The great claim which is usually made for a

small college is that a considerable personal

intellectual and social influence is exerted upon

the students by the teachers. After an institu-

tion or a class reaches a certain size, all that

can be done in the majority of cases is to lecture

and examine. Much, of course, is gained in this

way by open-minded and earnest young men.

But the near contact of mature with immature

mind and character, the stimulation of ambi-

tions, the guidance in lines of study, the con-

tagion of high morality and of spiritual

experience, all of these are more potent in a
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much closer intercourse than is possible in the

formal class-room exercises.

From the expression of many parents there is

no doubt that this is expected of us perhaps in

a rather unusual degree at Haverford. Some

students in the past have apparently felt the

benefit of it and have passed down the word,

and we are often met by requests, not unwel-

come, to give a young Freshman something more

than the normal instruction of the class room.

We are asked to see to his habits, and to direct

his development, and to look on him as a person

rather than a piece of our machinery.

The time has passed to attempt this alone by

restrictions and limitations which seriously

abridge his out-of-school liberties. But we

recognize the duty to meet the demand, and are

desirous to make our arrangements so as to

effect the result desired. It is a matter that

should be somewhat spontaneous rather than

mechanical, and consequently depends on the

willingness and ability of the professors to make

themselves felt as influential factors in the

student development. Such qualifications

should have some weight in the selection and

promotion of men for our faculty' positions.
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We are blessed with great harmony of action

at the college, within the faculty and in their

relations to the students, and this ought to

bring results such as our patrons seem to desire

and have a right to expect.

The question of the tenure of office of members

of college faculties has of late excited much

discussion in educational circles. In

1914 Europe such tenure is absolutely secure

till the incumbents die or reach a

pensionable age. A professorship is practically

a life appointment. In America there is no

such perfect security, though the sentiment is

growing that they should not be easily dis-

charged. In the best universities the men in

the upper grades feel themselves reasonably

safeguarded except for serious misconduct or

for failure of physical or mental powers. In a

few cases where a large part of a faculty has been

dismissed to gratify the president or Board of

Trustees, so much unfavorable criticism has

resulted that it has reacted seriously against

the good name and prosperity of the institution.

There are many advantages in an under-
•* standing in favor of permanency. It takes the
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professor out of the ranks simply of employees

and makes him something of a partner in the

management of the college. Many questions

of educational import are better decided by

the faculty than by the Board. A sense of

responsibility and loyalty to the institution

goes into his work, and he repays increased

confidence by increased efficiency. A man who

is liable to discharge at the end of any year will

not give his best service.

It not infrequently happens that a professor,

long time in the employ of the college, without

any diminution of capacity or willingness to

work, is not as efficient as a young man who

could be secured at a less salary. Judging the

transaction simply as a business proposition,

apart from indirect effects, it would seem

profitable to drop the faithful elderly man.

But the college that follows this policy would in

time find itself in possession of a faculty disloyal

and seeking better places. Its name would

soon go abroad as a place for a good man to

avoid.

Of course, a liberal policy in this respect

involves the greatest care in making appoint-

ments to the higher positions. No one should
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be promoted who has not been fully tried, and

whose character, scholarship and fitness are not

amply proven. But the appointment once

made, even though it may seem something of a

mistake, should be considered irremediable,

unless there follows a weakening of capacity

or unwillingness to perform the duties of the

position. The college which takes this attitude

will be amply rewarded by the loyal service of

strong men.

There has been much discussion of late, in

perfectly loyal terms, of the subject of the sort

of college as to size and character

1915 Haverford should aim to be in the

future. The following suggestions have

some bearing on the question:

We have adopted certain lines of policy which

give us a reputation for ''sound learning, scholar-

ship and character," but which militate against

a rapid or great increase of numbers. One of

these is the requirement of entrance examina-

tions. The whole body of American colleges for

liberal instruction for men has gone over to the

certificate system of entrance except Harvard,

Yale, Columbia, Princeton and Haverford, and
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show no tendency to change back. The boy

who has no special interest in Haverford finds it

so much easier to present a certificate and be

admitted without further trouble, than to

undergo the strain and doubt connected with

an examination, that many who in other respects

would favor Haverford take the line of least

resistance. This is not supposition, for we

know the cases. It is probable that we could

easily add fifty per cent to the size of our Fresh-

man Class in the near future by the adoption

of the certificate system. Nor would all the

additions be inferior in preparation. Among

them would be found a number quite up to the

standard of the average of the present members.

Another limitation to numbers is the require-

ment of dormitory residence for all but a few

students with homes in the vicinity of the college.

The neighborhood offers but few boarding

houses, and the scattered and often irresponsible

grouping in a boarding house system would be

undesirable. Our own rooms are now filled.

The several additions we made this summer to

our rooming capacity were immediately reserved.

Any further increase must come, therefore,

either from the abandonment of the present
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restrictions or from the erection of new dormi-

tories.

Again, Haverford has required of its students

a certain moral and intellectual standard in

order to remain in the college. This has become

so well known that students of depraved char-

acter or very easy-going intellectual habits do

not seek admission or expect retention, and

often by voluntary action save us the trouble of

disciplinary effort. This eliminates not only

the men of this sort but a certain following of

foolish characters who think that college is a

place "to see life," as they express it.

All of these have had their effect to hinder the

growth of the college. As a matter of fact, for

a long term the average yearly increase has been

about five. By this slow growth the type of

student has been preserved and improved,

while equipment and endowment have increased

faster than numbers.

There are many Haverfordians who approve

of this policy and do not wish to see any more

rapid growth; who care for small numbers as

something desirable in itself and believe that

more loose and ambitious tendencies would

destroy certain qualities which differentiate
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Haverford from other small colleges, and give

it rather a special place in the educational

systems.

There are others who seriously believe that

with our ^2,000,000 endowment, larger per

student perhaps than any other American

college possesses, we are not doing our duty by

limiting the numbers. While not advocating

any marked lowering of standards, they would

use methods to increase attendance and secure

money from the endowment or otherwise to give

quarters to an indefinite increase.

From one point of view at least there is force

in their argument. In the two upper years of

the course, as a result of the division of students

among many subjects, the classes are often

small. Quite a number have less than ten

members. These could nearly all be doubled

without burdening the professor or lessening

the value of the exercise for each student. More

good would be done and more income would

result to the college without any appreciable

increased cost for tuition. In the lower years

the argument would not be so strong.

Again, whatever may be our views as to the

best size for the college, we would probably
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all agree that it would be better to have an

increased number of applicants for admission.

It is, of course, essential for a large college, and

for a small one there would be an advantage in

quality which a closer selection would permit.

Any movement which has this for its object

would probably receive general support.

The above is meant to be a fair statement of

the situation on both sides. My own view is

that for a time, at least, we should be content

with the recent rate of growth without lowering

of standards or uncollegiate methods of adver-

tising, and that dormitory accommodations

should be added as needed.

The reception of the Moses Brown Fund and

the fund created by the will of the children of

Gideon Scull have placed a great

1916 responsibility upon the Board and

President of the college. It means

the appointment in the near future of two or

three men of the highest scholastic and character

attainments, who will be likely to remain some

years at the college. The selection can not be

made too carefully. If the right sort, they will

add greatly to our collegiate standing and use-
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fulness. The good salaries which we can afford

to pay and the moderate tasks likely to be

assigned should attract men, not only sympa-

thetic with the objects sought by the donors to

be obtained, but also able to spread our scholastic

reputation and have a large influence upon the

individual student and the internal life of the

group.

This ought to react upon other departments,

aiding our undergraduate work, possibly by

replacing some money by which to add to its

resources, certainly by the stimulus which

really great scholars spread around them.

If these results can be secured it looks as if a

new era of widening and deepening influence

would open for Haverford. But in the meantime

several new and serious problems will have to

be solved.

I cannot omit this opportunity to express my
sense of personal loss in the death of the late

President of the Corporation. For several

years, with constantly increasing respect, I have

noted his deep concern for the abiding prosperity

of Haverford, on the lines laid down by its

founders and adhered to through much sacrifice

by the best of its friends in the past. Not only
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his means but many of his thoughts have been

turned in this direction. All that he has done

for the college has been the result of deep con-

viction. His final benefactions have come after

hours and years of profound consideration of

the problems involved. Personal considerations

had no weight, only a serious wish to advance

as best he could the cause of consecrated Quaker

scholarship. His life, as well as his gifts, creates

a sacred inheritance for our future guidance.



CHAPTER X

Ideal of the Small College

Those who have kept up an acquaintance

with educational literature and conventions

have for years heard the doom of the small

college frequently pronounced. There is no

logical place for it in the system. The high

school is to encroach upon it to the extent of its

two lower years and the university its two

higher. This crowding out has happened in

some European countries and the prediction

has been many times made that it will be the

fate of the similar institution here.

Of late another danger threatens it, especially

such units of it as maintain a liberal course of

study and do not go over to engineering, indus-

trial chemistry, agriculture and domestic science.

The practical Americans have no use for formal

culture or discipline. All institutions which do

not adapt themselves to modern demands will

soon disappear.

Again the small college is usually denomi-

(223)
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national, not so exclusively so as formerly, but

still it gives some religious instruction, is labeled

by the name of some sect and its support in

patronage and funds often comes from the

same source. But sectarianism, if not religion

itself, is something for which men care less each

year and its strength sooner or later will be

undermined.

Still, again, it is dishonest, making false claims

for itself, asserting its equality in educational

value with the large university, and deceiving

its students with the idea that they are getting

the best, when in reality it is only third best or

worse. There are too many of them, most

should be eliminated and their victims sent

where endowment or numbers or state aid

permit of large and effective scholarship. As in

business the small house falls before the trust or

the wealthy consolidation, so the small college will

gradually disappear by the survival of the fittest.

Accepting these arguments, which seem con-

clusive, the small college ought to disappear,

but it seems superior to logic and to maintain

itself in spite of inevitable fate. Its best repre-

sentatives show no weakening and some lose

their estate by becoming large.
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There is no need to defend the methods or

claims of several scores of the 600 colleges or

universities recognized at Washington; still less

of the 400 also called colleges or universities

not on the list. But there remains quite a group

which has no thought of yielding to the

arguments in favor of extinction. These go

further and believe that they are performing a

useful service for America and should be

recognized and strengthened.

This account of Haverford College shows one

policy by which a certain amount of success

has been reached. There are doubtless others

which would better meet the needs of other

conditions. Any small college will have only

a small place to fill and^ it is a matter rather

of fidelity to its functions than of ambition

to enlarge the place which ought to con-

front it.

It need not try to exalt itself by comparison.

The technical school, the university, the large

college, the purely sectarian school, each is a

vital factor in the country's development, but

with them all there is a place for the small college

of general training and close comradeship.

The plans by which Haverford has lived have

16
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been expressed in these pages. They may be

again outlined:

I. There can be no doubt that through most

of its history it would have welcomed larger

numbers. There is also no doubt that through

much of this time it could have had them by

giving up some items of its policy.

It could have accepted certificates from schools

and construed them leniently. Too many cases

of boys going elsewhere on this account are

known to doubt the serious loss in numbers

resulting from this cause.

It could have encouraged cheap boarding

houses in the neighborhood and dropped the

general regulation that home or the college

dormitories was the place to live.

It could have used more efficiently ath-

letics, dramatics, fraternities and extravagant

claims as advertising methods of attracting

students.

It could have been more easy in demands on

scholarship and conduct and catered to men of

wealth and prominence.

On the contrary, as President Lowell said of

Haverford in granting a degree to its President,

it had "put aside the lure of expansion and made
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the college eminent for sound learning, scholar-

ship and character."

The difficulty of restricting numbers will be

greater in the future as the demands for

admission increase. Haverford men are now
talking of 250 as an ideal number, but past

experience seems to indicate that this ideal is

moved on as the figure is approached. Probably

no maximum is likely to be rigidly adhered to,

but the maintenance of standards is the primary

matter. It is, of course, greatly to be desired

that something of personal acquaintance should

extend generally among officers and students.

Whether this condition could be fulfilled with

much more than 200 students is doubtful.

2. Haverford makes no claims to being unde-

nominational. It could not do so without being

false to its history and the implied conditions

of benefactors. Nearly all of its permanent

endowment and a large proportion of its dona-

tions for buildings and working capital have

come from Friends. Their numbers constitute

the largest group in its student body and faculty

list. It has one custom carried down from the

past, a mid-week Meeting for worship attended

by all students, conducted after the manner of
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Friends, which is probably unique. But it takes

no rehgious census. No attention is paid to

membership in rehgious bodies. No favors are

granted to any on this account. But there is

probably a savor of Quakerism about the place.

The students who are Friends do not usually

lose anything of vital interest and knowledge

of their Church by residence and often gain

much. The graduates become more interested

in Church affairs as they come into its service

in after life. The objects of the founders are

perhaps more surely gained by this broader

experience in college life than by the exclusive

methods of early days.

What it is doing for one body it is doing in

greater or less degree for all. It makes no

efforts to change religious associations, and is

not dogmatic in its teachings or influence.

It hopes to make all its students better

members of the church of their choice. In these

ways it trusts that it is faithful to the ideals

and in harmony with the purposes of its founders.

3. With slight variations it has emphasized

the cultural as against the technical idea in

education. Those who think they will need

chemistry in after life can get it in abundance,
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and those who want to be engineers can procure

plenty of mathematics, mechanics and elec-

tricity. But no degrees are given that do not

mean a large amount of linguistic, literary and

philosophical study. The great purpose of an

education is not assumed to be professional

success. That this follows is often true and

it is not quite clear that general training

is not the straightest road to it. For if the man

is broadly and thoroughly trained he is capable

of anything. But to hold it up during college

days as the ultimate goal infuses into education

a mercenary purpose which robs it of part of its

value. Out of deference to custom, the Arts

degree is not given without Latin, but in the

broader interpretation which the degree now

bears, general as distinct from technical training,

it is probable that all our graduates might

receive it.

It would have been quite possible to have

added schools of several sorts of engineering,

industrial sciences, finance and education to

our academic department. Money and some

students might have been had for them.

But the higher reaches of those subjects

demand such expensive machinery and such
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intense specialization that we have rather

advised young men to find such education, at

least in the upper years, in the better organized

technical schools. Thus we have confined

ourselves to the broader humanistic studies and

to such elementary preparation for specialized

professional and technical work as we were

amply fitted to give.

4. In the selection of a faculty we have aimed

to appoint men of influential personality as

well as scholarly attainments. By securing

from our friends money for buildings it has been

possible to expend for salaries practically the

whole income from the endowment. This has

enabled, on an average, relatively large salaries

to be paid. The highest have not been larger

than the corresponding payments in some other

institutions, but the lower salaries have been

few. In a small college one man can frequently

do all the work of a department and no assistants

are needed. This does away with the inex-

perienced men to whose tender mercies the

Freshmen are often consigned. Moreover no

fixed salary has been attached to any rank. If

a man by superior attainments of any sort is

especially valuable, his salary can be raised
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without affecting others. Otherwise it would

have been impossible to retain certain professors

in the service, as against offers from elsewhere.

But every great scholar would not have suited

the needs of Haverford. A combination of

scholarship with strength of character, forceful

influence, sympathetic interest on all sides of

student life, skill in seeing and m.eeting student

views, the manners of a gentleman and to some

extent of a man of the world, was the object.

These demands limited the field and required a

careful investigation of possible material before

an appointment was made. If nothing had

been asked but success in the class room the

problem would have been simpler, but in such

a college as Haverford the teacher becomes a

factor in all phases of life.

5. While not adopting in name the preceptorial

system of Princeton, its effects have been largely

secured, especially in elective subjects. One-

professor meets his class individually rather

than as a whole; another divides them into very

small groups; others open their houses in the

evenings at stated times to meet men interested

in more detailed or more advanced instruction;

others make special arrangements with the
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weaker members to bring up deficiencies. This

could all probably be done more systematically

and more effectively, but the demand for

instruction adapted to individual needs, and

for an opportunity to get the spirit as well as

the words of the teacher are at least partly met.

Something of the same exists in the out-of-

school problems. The doors of the executive

offices are open. Students are invited, some-

times required, to attend. Great freedom is

encouraged in talking of habits, hopes and

happenings. Questions which pertain to the

individual concerning his inner life, his thinking

and living, his temptations and aspirations, as

well as college problems, may be discussed. A
student is a piece of humanity as well as an

intellectual problem, and men of maturity and

experience ought to have something to give

him.

6. Efforts have been made to retain the

interest of the alumni. Occasionally one would

disappear from view, never meet at dinners or

public occasions or answer requests of the

class secretary; and this would happen as

frequently with those who had received the

greatest financial favors from the college as with
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any others. But as a whole they have held to-

gether and will send their sons to fill their places.

They have subscribed to our funds, sent in names

of possible Freshmen, greeted us cordially when

meeting, and attended in large numbers when

called together. They have been kept supplied

with the literature of the college and make

frequent visits. They constitute a great majority

of the governing board and their advice is sought

and followed. The purpose is to make the

whole Haverford family, managers, alumni,

faculty, and undergraduates, a loyal and

interested democracy.

It is on such a platform that our small college

has been standing. While its success has not

been in the least spectacular, its experience has

not been discouraging and it has no intention

of following the well-meant advice of its larger

brethren to close its doors or change its general

policy.
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